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ABSTRACT  
 
Background 
Warehouse efficiency has gained a lot of attention in the recent years where racking layout and 
slotting of the SKUs are essential. The efficiency can be measured in the total traveling distance that 
occur in the warehouse. Two of the most central racking layout and slotting policies are the fishbone 
layout and ABC class-based slotting. These policies offer many new advantages for the traveling 
distance compared to others.  
 
Objectives 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate how a combination of a fishbone layout and ABC class-
based slotting affects the total traveling distance relative to a traditional layout with random slotting. 
This will then be analyzed in order to investigate to what degree it can be implemented depending on 
the situation a company has.  
 
Methods 
The study was carried out as a simulation study, simulating the forklift traveling distance between four 
different warehouse layout and slotting configurations. This simulation was done by gathering of 
information in the form of observations, interviews, measuring and data from the EDI system of the 
company. The simulation was made in excel and featured eight possible scenarios depending on 
different events which could occur in the warehouse. The data in the study were then analyzed through 
a one-way ANOVA test, Scheffe’s post hoc test and t-Tests. 
 
Results 
The result of the study shows that the different events which can occur in the warehouse is affected by 
a change in layout and slotting configurations. With the implementation of new layout and slotting 
configurations it is also shown that the forklift traveling distance in the warehouse can be reduced. The 
result also shows that the isolation of the effects that the respective layout or slotting policies provides 
reduces the forklift traveling distance individually as well as a combination would do. 
 
Conclusions 
The conclusion is that the Fishbone layout with ABC class-based slotting is the optimal solution 
considering the reduction in traveling distance in a warehouse. When considering the implementation 
process and the potential benefits with the configurations, a general company is recommended to 
consider what amount of resources they are willing to invest before they carry out the implementation.  
 
Delimitations 
This paper is delimited to the total travelling distance that occur in a warehouse because of the time 
restriction. The study will not examine the intangible part of a warehouse which means that the WMS- 
system will not be addressed. The paper will not create an investment calculus for the proposed 
solution.  
 
Keywords 
Rack layout, Slotting, Fishbone layout, ABC class-based slotting, Warehouse, Supply Chain 
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SAMMANFATTNING 
 
Bakgrund 
Lagereffektivitet är ett område som dem senaste år fått mycket uppmärksamhet där layout av ställage 
och sortering av inventarier är väsentliga begrepp. Ett lagers effektivitet kan mätas i den totala 
transportsträckan som förekommer i ett lager. Två av de mest centrala principer för layout av ställage 
och sortering av inventarier är fiskbens-layouten och ABC klassbaserad sortering. Dessa principer 
erbjuder nya fördelar för den totala transportsträckan jämfört med de gamla.  
 
Syfte. 
Syftet med denna studie är att undersöka hur en kombination av fiskben-layout och en ABC-
klassbaserad sortering kan påverka den totala körsträckan för truckar gentemot en traditionell layout 
med slumpmässig lagersortering. Resultatet kommer därefter analyseras och undersökas hur det kan 
implementeras för andra organisationer med olika förutsättningar 
 
Metod 
Tillvägagången för denna studie var att göra en simuleringsstudie som skall simulera den totala 
transportsträcka som sker i ett lager. Fyra olika konfigurationer av ställage-layout och sorterings-
policys simulerades. Denna simulering skapades genom införskaffandet av information i form utav 
observationer, intervjuer, mätningar av lager och data från företagets EDI-system. Simuleringen 
gjordes i Excel med innehåll av åtta olika scenarion beroende på olika händelser som kan uppstå i ett 
lager. Resultaten i studien blir därefter analyserad genom de olika dataanalyseringstesterna, ANOVA: 
en faktor, Scheffes post hoc test och därefter genom t-Tester. 
 
Resultat 
Resultatet av studien visar hur de olika händelser som kan uppstå i ett lager förändras beroende på 
konfiguration av ställage-layout och sortering-policy. Vid implementering av ny ställage-layout och 
sorteringskonfiguration framstår det att transportsträckan kan reduceras. Resultatet visar också att en 
isolering av effekterna de olika konfigurationerna ger bidrar precis som en kombination, till reducerad 
transportsträcka. 
 
Slutsatser 
Slutsatsen av denna studie är att fiskbens-layout i kombination med ABC klassbaserad sortering är den 
optimala lösningen med avseende på att minska den totala transportsträckan i ett lager. När 
implementeringsprocessen and de potentiella fördelarna med konfigurationerna övervägs 
rekommenderas ett generellt företag att överväga vilke resurer de är villiga att spendera innan de 
implementerar en ny lösning.  
 
Avgränsningar 
Denna studie är avgränsat till den totala transportsträcka som sker inom ett lager. Detta på grund av 
den tidsgräns som existerar. Studien kommer inte undersöka den immateriella delen av ett lager. Detta 
betyder att lagerhantering systemet inte kommer undersökas. Investeringskalkyler kommer inte att 
göras för den lösning som föreslås.  
 
Nyckelord 
Ställage-layout, Sorterings-policy, Fiskbens-layout, ABC klassbaserad sortering, Lager, 
Värdeflödeskedja 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
This section of the report will introduce the reader to the current situation, issues and potential 
solutions within the chosen area. This study has its foundation in optimizing the transportation 
distance within a warehouse through a new combination of layout and slotting. 
 

1.1. Background 
 

“Warehousing is a waste of time and money. Goods that are in store are idle goods and the longer 
they stay in storage the more they cost. The less warehousing, then, the better” (Morton, 1974, p. 42).  
 
A supply chain is a network of different entities or nodes. These entities are industrial plants, 
distributions centers, warehouses and retailers (Curcio, Longo, 2009). Even though R.J Morton tells us 
that warehouses is a waste of time and money (Morton, 1974) it is still a crucial factor in the supply 
chain because of the competitive advantages it provides. Supply chain efficiency is a key factor for 
competitive advantages for a business (Mellat-Parast, Spillan, 2014). The competitive advantages that 
can be obtained by using a warehouse in a supply chain is an increased responsiveness to the customer 
and a higher flexibility. In todays’ supply chains the involved actors work in symbiosis with each 
other. One company’s performance affects the others. This is why all actors in a supply chain should 
strive to optimize the whole supply chain performance and not only their own business. An efficient 
supply chain creates competitive advantages and therefore a company should strive to optimize it 
(Nikfarjam, Rostamy-Malkhalifeh and Mamizadeh-Chatghayeh, 2015; Goknur and Turan, 2010).  
 
Today, modern supply chains and organizations rely heavily upon warehouses to be able to rapidly 
fulfil customer demands. The role of a warehouse is traditionally to act as a buffer and increase 
responsiveness to customers (Sainathuni, Parikh, Zhang and Kong, 2014) but it also plays a major role 
in achieving other supply chain objectives. Objectives like expanding the market, create competitive 
advantages as mentioned above and to contribute to the overall supply chain efficiency.  A warehouse 
can therefore be identified as a critical node in the supply chain (Manzini, 2012; Frazelle, 2002; 
Kiefer, A,W and Novak R.A, 1999). Because of the nature of a warehouse it requires good managerial 
structure and control to compose different layouts and item placements (Gunasekaran, Marri and 
Menci, 1999). Therefore, it has become critical for a firm to direct further attention to various 
decisions concerning warehouse design, its layout and item placement (Singh, Chaudhary and Saxena, 
2018; Gunasekaran, Marri and Menci, 1999). 
 
An inventory design is made up of two parts, an intangible part and a tangible part. The intangible part 
is non-physical where the information system and its information flow is the main component. This is 
often referred to as the warehouse management system (WMS). This system handles all the store 
keeping units (SKU) in a warehouse and determines which SKU that are to be picked, where and 
when. A SKU is an item that is stored in a warehouse. This is the production input and output. 
According to Jonsson and Matsson (2011), when designing a warehouse and its tangible part there are 
two main layouts to consider in order to create a rational but also efficient flow of material, these are 
the linear and the U-shape layouts. The linear layout has its input/output point on separate sides of a 
warehouse while the U-shape layout has the input/output point on the same side of a warehouse 
(Jonsson and Matsson, 2011). When the main layout is settled there are several other aspects you need 
to consider where layout of racking and sorting of inventory items is two of the major ones 
(AlHalawani and Mitra J, 2015). The layout of the rack, which is also called racking is the policy of 
how you choose to place the racks in a warehouse. Rack is another name for a shelf where you place 
an SKU for storing. Today it exists a number of racking policies where the traditional layout is 
commonly used. This layout is defined by the parallel placement of the racks. Another rack layout is 
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the fishbone layout. This layout is defined when the racks are placed both parallel and perpendicular to 
each other (Karasek, 2013).  
The sorting of SKUs, which is also called slotting refers to the policy of how you choose to sort the 
items or stock keeping units. This can be done via different policies like sorting them after a random 
or fixed policy. The random and fixed slotting is two archetypes of slotting. These come in many 
variants (Jonsson and Matsson, 2011). When using a random slotting policy, you assign the SKUs to 
random places in the warehouse. The system that choose the location for an SKU picks the first 
available spot without considering any other aspect regarding the SKU or inventory design. The fixed 
slotting is the opposite to random slotting. This policy assigns each SKU with a fixed place in the 
warehouse. This policy takes the characteristic of the SKU and inventory design in consideration. 
Slotting like this means that you categories the SKUs into different classes and place them together in 
the warehouse. This is commonly known as the class-based slotting policy. The classes that you 
categorize the SKUs in depends on the characteristics of the SKUs and the inventory design. One of 
the most common ways of sorting the SKUs is through a class-based slotting policy called the ABC 
class-based storage. This method is widely studied and applied in practice for various organizations 
and offers a way to shorten the travel time for storing and retrieving items (Yu and de Koster, 2010). 
The ABC class-based storage method divide SKUs into different classes depending on their demand 
and turnover. These classes are usually distinguished as class A, class B and class C where A is 
located closest to the input/output station, thereafter comes B and then finally C. Depending on the 
number and differences in terms of turnover and demand, more letters or sections can be added to the 
distribution (Yu and de Koster, 2010). 
 
In order to measure and analyze a warehouse efficiency the total transportation distance can be used. 
According to Curcio and Longo (2009), the internal logistics can affect a supply chain both upstream 
and downstream. In this study, the distance is defined as the traveling distance required for a forklift 
driver to drive when fetching a stored SKU in the warehouse.   
 

1.2. Problem discussion  
 

When deciding on a warehouse layout it is important to consider many aspects, among these the 
racking layout and the slotting of SKUs (Hassan, 2002). Primarily you have to consider how many and 
where the input/output stations are located in order to decide on a linear contra U-shaped layout. 
Depending on which layout to choose, different racking and slotting policies can be utilized. Choosing 
a linear layout creates a clear flow through the whole warehouse which will be easy to follow and 
simplifies the traffic running through the warehouse. A downside to this layout it that fact that the 
manufacturing costs in form of travelling costs will be higher because every product will have to 
travel the same distance in the warehouse. On the other hand, a U-shaped layout with the input/output 
station on the same side would increase the handling efficiency of the products due to the possibilities 
of class-based slotting (Jonsson and Mattsson, 2011). U-shaped layouts have the possibility of 
implementing a fixed slotting and can therefore take advantage of the sorting principle class-based 
slotting. Meanwhile, linear slotting can only take advantage of random slotting and therefore doesn’t 
leave any room for slotting optimization (Karasék, 2013). Therefore, when looking through an 
optimization point of view, it is interesting to study the possibilities the fixed slotting provides.  
 
Even though it is necessary, travel and transportation are considered a waste and is something the 
great majority of organizations seeks to minimize (Liker and Meier, 2006). Included in the 
transportation is the selection and picking of SKUs from the storage location. This is to fill the 
customer demand and is also the costliest activity in a typical warehouse. Therefore, it is also a 
common way to measure the result when optimizing the layout for a warehouse. The transportation is 
measured from when the picker receives an order that are to be fetched to the point that it has been 
delivered where the picker drops it off. Research shows that a well-structured warehouse layout can 
decrease the transportation (Gue and Meller, 2009; Petersen, 1999). 
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To find efficiency, different storage policies has to be considered and compared to one another. 
According to Sharma and Shah (2015), the ABC class-based storage policy is more efficient than 
random slotting. They also say that even though it is more efficient in reducing traveling time and 
traveling distance, it can require more racks and storage space than random slotting. Therefore, the 
investment costs will be higher when implementing the class-based structure (Sharma and Shah, 
2015). This is considered within a U-shaped layout since the linear layout can’t adapt to the 
advantages class-based slotting provides (Karasék, 2013). 
 
The layout studied can be put in comparison to a traditional layout and then explore if a reduction of 
traveling distance can be made. The fishbone layout can decrease the traveling distance by up to 20% 
compared to a traditional layout (Gue and Meller, 2009). On the other hand, the fishbone layout might 
find difficulties during the implementation phase. This will be even more complicated when applied to 
an organization with a high turnover of workers. This is because of the new structure the fishbone 
layout consists of. Getting used to this will require a learning period and even longer for new workers 
who are used to the old traditional layout (Gue and Meller, 2009). 
 
Previous research in the proposed layouts has its foundation with the random storage policy (Caron, 
Marchet and Perego, 2000). This leaves a blank spot when combining class-based storage policies 
with a layout that is a non-traditional layout. It is also found that the layout of a warehouse can affect 
more than 60% of the total traveling distance and that companies with inefficient slotting spends about 
10-30% more per year than necessary (Karasek, 2013; Fazelle, 2002). 
 
From the fact that the implementation of a fishbone layout (Gue and Meller, 2009) will decrease the 
total traveling distance in a warehouse and that the ABC class-based storage policy is widely 
implemented and recognized as a distance reducing method (Yu and de Koster, 2010), a configuration 
can be made. This configuration builds on that a combination of these two policies will further 
minimize the overall traveling distance in a warehouse. A downside with this combination could be 
the disorientation for workers who are used to working with the traditional storage layout and random 
slotting. This factor could be greater within warehouses with a higher turnover of workers which 
would require a longer implementation periods than working with a traditional layout and random 
slotting (Gue and Meller, 2009). The fishbone layout also puts strict dimension requirements on the 
warehouse in order to be optimal. These requirements make it harder to implement the fishbone layout 
in an already existing warehouse (Gue and Meller, 2009). These downsides are based on the fact that 
the fishbone layout is part of the combination. Even though downsides, it is still interesting to study 
the combination of a fishbone layout with the ABC class-based storage policy when the ultimate goal 
is to reduce warehouse traveling distance. 
 

1.3. Purpose and research questions 
 

The purpose of the study is to analyze how racking layout and slotting affect the transportation 
distance in a warehouse. Based on the problem description it is interesting to investigate if an 
alternative configuration may impact on the traveling distance in a warehouse. This has led up to the 
posed research question: 

 
 
RQ: How does a configuration of fishbone layout and ABC class-based slotting impact 
transportations distance relative traditional layout with random slotting in a warehouse?  

1.4. Context of study 
 

This study is made in cooperation with the company PVI Segerstöm AB which is a company based in 
the city of Eskilstuna. The company is mainly a supplier to the domestic automotive industry with 
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three major clients; Volvo Construction Equipment, Scania and Klippan. The company can be divided 
into two sections, a production section and a warehouse section. The production works with three 
main processes; metalworking, welding and painting.  
 
Today PVI Segerstöm AB have 180 employees and a number of consultants that vary between 60-70 
people. The turnover is approximately 240MSEK and they operate the business on a 16 000m2 area.  
The enterprise resource planning (ERP) system that the company use is called Monitor. This is an 
electronic data interchange (EDI) that store all the information regarding the SKUs. 
 
During 2018 AQ Segerström & Svensson went bankrupt and was later acquired by the PVI group who 
relaunched the company as PVI Segerstöm AB in the beginning of 2019. The company is now a part 
of the PVI group whose owner is Per Vannesjö. Today PVI Segerström AB has a material and 
information flow that is functional but unstructured. This means that in the warehouse congestion 
among the forklifts occurs, the forklifts drive to the wrong slot location or the SKUs gets misplaced. 
The company's focus today is on other matters that need to be attended and therefore the material and 
information flow has not yet been prioritised (Segerstedt, 2019-01-23; PVI Segerström, 2019). 
 

1.5. Delimitations 
 

This master thesis will be delimited to the warehouse part of the business due to the wide spectrum of 
the subject logistics and the time limit of the project. In order to obtain a deeper knowledge about the 
company's warehouse and its logistics, this project will focus on the tangible part of a warehouse. This 
means that the intangible part, the information flow, will not be addressed. In order to further specify 
the result, the study will be limited to the picking run of a forklift. The study will not consider the part 
where the forklift refills the warehouse with SKUs. 
 
This study will examine how the total transportation distance in a warehouse gets affected by changing 
the racking and slotting policy. These different policies might include aspects such as safety, work 
environment or choice of transportation mean. These will not be considered in this study. Investment 
cost will not be addressed in this study because of its complex nature. The study will approximate the 
handling cost that occurs in connections with each configuration.  
 
Routing which is the policy of how the forklift travel is a major part that affect the total traveling 
distance within a warehouse. This is a major aspect that will not be considered because of the depth of 
the area. 
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1.6. Thesis outline  
 

The first chapter describes the purpose of this master thesis and introduce the reader to the subject. 
The major parts of this paper are described in figure 1 with respective explanations below.  
 

 
Figure 1: Thesis outline 
 
Introduction 
The introduction chapter has the purpose to introduce the reader to the subject studied in the paper. 
The subject will be presented along with a problem formulation that describes the problem in today's 
situation. Then the chapter will continue by explaining the purpose and posed research questions. The 
chapter will finish by explaining the delimitation that have been made. 
 
Theory 
The theory chapter have the purpose of explaining earlier research that have been carried out within 
the papers area. This chapter will provide the reader with a theoretical background that is connected to 
the study. The chapter starts with explaining efficiency in a warehouse and finish by explaining 
different racking and slotting policies and the consequences of them.  
 
Method  
This chapter explains the chosen method and the working process for this study. The method chapter 
starts by explaining what type of study that has been used. Then it continues by explaining how the 
data have been collected and what it was used for. The chapter finish by describing how the data from 
the result of the simulation will be analyzed.  
 
Result 
The result will present the data from the information gathering. This will then be followed by the 
result of the study.  
 
Analysis  
This chapter discusses the different results from the study and compares it to previous literature. The 
chapter also investigates the data analysis of the study and finishes with a discussion of their results.  
 
Conclusion  
The conclusion aims to answer the research question asked in the introduction chapter. This chapter 
present the conclusions of the study and what a general company should consider when implementing 
such a solution. 

Introduction Theory Method Result  Analysis Conclution 
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2. RELATED WORK 
 
This chapter has the purpose to introduce the reader to relevant theories used in this study. First the 
chapter introduce the reader to a warehouse role in a supply chain and how it may affect it. After that 
the structure of a warehouse will be explained in order to clarify what factors that affect the chosen 
subject. 

2.1. Warehousing in a supply chain context 
 

A supply chain is a network of facilities and processes that perform the function of material 
procurement to the distribution of the finished product to the customer. This means that the supply 
chain for a certain product involves all the parts that are involved in the processing of the product. The 
goal of the supply chain is to satisfy the customer demand. The complexity of a supply chain may vary 
from company to company but for a manufacturing company the supply chain can always be identified 
(Lee and Billington, 1993). The supply chain is exposed to different risks that depend on the supply 
and demand of the product. These risks and uncertainties can be minimized via warehouses (Longo 
and Ören, 2008). Figure 2 below illustrates the relationship between the actors in a supply chain.  
 

  
Figure 2: Illustration of how the supply chain actors interact with each other. 
 
Warehousing can be defined as a process where you store physical goods in a warehouse. These goods 
can also be referred to as store keeping units (SKU). The physical in and out deliveries of SKUs are 
defined as the material handling process in a warehouse (Jonsson and Matsson, 2011). A warehouse is 
a part of the whole supply chain and can be identified as a critical node. This means that a warehouse 
is critical for the functionality and success of a supply chain (Curcio, Longo, 2009). In order to 
understand what affects the performance of a warehouse, you need to understand what factors that 
affect the warehouse. Two of the major factors that affect the performances of a warehouse are the 
design and the shape of a warehouse. The design and the shape are decided based on methods and 
principles regarding how and where the SKUs are to be stored. There are also two cost factors that 
decides the design and shape of a warehouse; the handling cost and carrying cost. These two costs are 
minimized by getting a high degree of filling in the warehouse while keeping the operation cost low. 
This can be achieved by filling the warehouse to its limit but without compromising with the 
availability and functionality such as blocking the aisles with SKUs. Minimizing the operation cost 
can be achieved by adapting the warehouse design to the processes that are to be performed (Jonsson 
and Matsson, 2011). 
 
A warehouse can be placed at various locations in the supply chain to act as a buffer and increase the 
flexibility. There are several cases where a warehouse is useful. For example, if there is an uncertain 
demand of a product that needs to have a short lead time, a warehouse can be stocked to enable a 
quick response to the changing demand. Depending on the location of the inventory, it may have 
different impacts on the supply chain performance. For example, a raw material warehouse that is 
placed in the beginning of a supply chain can have a great flexibility because a raw material can often 
be used for more than one product. This means that if the demand for a certain product decreases, the 
raw material for this product can be used for another product instead and therefore the warehouse 
obtains a great flexibility. A warehouse that is placed in the end of a supply chain with finished 
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products does not have the same flexibility. If the demand of a certain product drops it could mean that 
this product will remain in the warehouse for an uncertain period of time. The location of a warehouse 
can therefore affect both the cost and service performance of a warehouse. The ability to use 
inventories to stabilize the supply chain is considered a major challenge for the supply chain. This is 
because of the difficulty to control the inventory while keeping the costs low and maximizing the 
customer service level (Lee and Billington, 1993). The success of a warehouse contributes to positive 
effects on the supply chain and increase its resilience to market changes (Longo and Ören, 2008). 
When considering what aspects that affect the supply chain performance it is not only the inventory 
itself that leaves a mark. The internal logistic within a company have a similar effect as the inventory. 
The internal logistics affect both the upstream and downstream processes in the supply chain flow 
(Curcio and Longo, 2009). 
 

2.2. Warehouse efficiency  
 

According to Karásek (2013), the warehouse optimization problems concerning the logistic aspect can 
be divided into three different categories. These are called the basic technical structure, the 
operational and organizational framework and the coordinating and controlling system. The basic 
technical structure involves the layout of a warehouse, the operational and organizational framework 
involves the slotting policy’s and the coordinating and controlling system involves the warehouse 
management system (WMS). This division is used in order to structure and categorizes the main 
sections in warehouse. 
 

2.2.1. Technical Structure 
As mentioned above, the technical structure involves several aspects. Among these are the layout 
design of a warehouse, the dimension and choice of conveyors, the warehouse equipment and the 
choice of physical interface. According to Caron, Marchet and Perego (2000), the layout of a 
warehouse can affect up to 60% of the total traveling distance that occur. 
 
When designing a warehouse and its tangible part there are two main layouts to consider in order to 
create a rational but also efficient flow of material. These are the linear and the U-shape layouts. The 
linear layout has its input/output point on separate sides of a warehouse. With the linear layout the 
transportation distance will be the same for all the SKUs in the warehouse. All SKUs that enter the 
warehouse travels throughout the whole warehouse. A drawback with this layout is that unnecessary 
transportation may occur and therefore the transportation cost may rise. Because of the placement of 
the input/output point there is no or little possibility to change the sorting of the SKUs and optimize 
the transportation distance. This means that the possibility to differentiate the SKUs is limited. An 
advantage with the linear layout is that is creates a clear flow of material which may help the use of 
automated handling systems. The linear layout can be favorable when handling a few products with a 
high turnover. The U-shape layout have the input/output point on the same side of a warehouse. This 
layout enables the possibility to create a higher management efficiency via various methods to 
differentiate the placement of the SKUs. These methods may lower the total transportation distance 
and will be thoroughly explained in the coordinating/controlling system part of the chapter. This 
layout is favorable when handling many different SKUs. The two different layouts can be seen in the 
figures below. 
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Figure 3: Linear layout 

 
Figure 4: U-shape layout 
 
The linear and U-shaped layouts are only fundamental layouts. They are in other words only 
archetypes of layouts. In reality, many different combinations and variations may occur. Some of the 
most recognized is the traditional layout, the flying V layout and the Fishbone layout (Karásek, 2013). 
Depending on the demands on requirements on the warehouse, the layout may change. This means 
that regardless the choice of layout, it may occur in as many different variations as there are different 
requirements. In a traditional layout the aisles are arranged parallel to each other and parallel to the 
warehouse walls. The racks are placed in a rectilinear fashion. This means that the forklift that are to 
collect or dispatch the SKUs travel in a rectilinear path from the input/output point. The aisles run 
parallel to the racks which means that they also always occur parallel to each other (Mesa, 2016). The 
traditional layout comes in infinite many combinations, where the racks, aisles and input/output points 
have different amount and dimensions. Three of the most common variations can be seen in the 
figures below. The pictures illustrate that the layout of the racks is placed parallel to each other but in 
different variations.  
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Figure 5: Traditional layout, example 1. 
 

 

Figure 6: Traditional layout, example 2. 
 

 

Figure 7: Traditional layout, example 3. 
 
The flying V layout is a layout that has parallel aisles similar to the traditional layout but the layout of 
the aisle separates the layout from the traditional. Instead of only applying the aisles parallel to each 
other cross aisle is used. According to Gue and Meller (2009), the flying V layout can reduce the total 
expected traveling distance in a warehouse with up to 8-12% compared to the traditional layout. The 
decrease in traveling distance depends on the dimension of the warehouse and therefore it can vary 
heavily when comparing to the traditional layout. The flying V layout offers not only a reduced 
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traveling distance, it also reduces the risk for unwanted events to occur such as congestion of the 
forklifts. This is because they are more likely to be spread out in different cross aisles. According to 
Gue and Meller (2009), the similarities of the parallel racking in the flying V and the traditional layout 
should not increase the risk of confused workers in the warehouse. The flying V also provides the 
opportunity to retrofit a warehouse that has a traditional layout by simply removing appropriate racks 
to form a cross aisle as is shown in figure 8. It should be considered that such an action costs money 
and by removing racks to form the cross aisles you remove potential slots to store SKUs. The trade-off 
that is made is between reduced traveling distance in the warehouse or more slots and saving money in 
the retrofitting (Gue & Meller, 2009).  
 

 
Figure 8: Flying V layout. 
 
The fishbone layout was first mentioned by Gue and Meller during 2009 and was the first layout that 
differentiated itself from the traditional layout. The fishbone layout is similar to the flying V but 
instead of having only horizontal racking the fishbone layout has both horizontal and vertical racks. 
The fishbone layout is a development of the flying V layout. Gue and Meller (2009) tested the 
fishbone layout when applying single command operations and found out that the layout can reduce 
the total expected traveling distance with up to 20% compared to the traditional layout. This study 
presumed that a uniformed storing policy was allied. Gue and Meller (2009) also found that in order to 
achieve the optimal fishbone layout when applying single command operations, the width of the 
warehouse should be twice as long as the length of the warehouse. It was also found that the cross 
aisle should stretch to the upper corner of the warehouse in order to achieve an optimal layout. When 
applying dual command operations in the fishbone layout it was found that the total expected traveling 
distance may be reduced with up to 10-15% compared to the traditional layout (Pohl et al, 2009). Pohl 
et al., also tested the fishbone layout with both a uniformed and non-uniformed storing policy. They 
concluded that the fishbone layout could obtain the same reduction in traveling distance when a non-
uniformed storing method is applied.  
 
Cardona et al. (2012) presented a non-linear optimization model in order to determine the best slope of 
the diagonal cross aisle and the best aspect ratio for the fishbone design. The model used minimized 
the expected traveling distance by using a continuous representation of the space and assumed that the 
picking density was uniformed. In Gue and Meller’s (2009) model for fishbone they presume 
greenfield project which means that they have no constraints when optimizing their model. This means 
that the proposed model is only valid when no constraints are presents. The model provided by 
Cardona et al. (2012) presume a brownfield project which means that constraints such as dimension of 
the racks and operations cost for the warehouse are calculated in the model. When assuming a 
brownfield project in a model the constraints might prevent the construction of an optimal fishbone 
layout.  
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Operational costs for different warehouses differ around the world. In some countries the land prices 
might be high while the material handling cost is low. Other countries might have low land prices and 
high material handling costs. Considering the cost aspects could lead up to that two optimal 
warehouses with the same storage capacity and the same rack dimension can have different layouts. 
Regions where the price of the land is low an optimal fishbone layout may be long and wide with a 
low roof. Countries where the price is high on land might contribute to a narrower area and higher 
sealing. All aspects such as racks geometries, aisles size, storage capacity, and area and material 
handling costs are considered in Cardona et al. (2012) model and therefore a three dimensional design 
with fishbone layout can be constructed.  

 
Figure 9: Fishbone layout 
 
Other factors that may affect the layout choice of a warehouse is the height of the warehouse and the 
width of the aisles. A higher warehouse will lower the cost per square feet of keeping a warehouse, but 
it will require more advanced handling equipment to enable the handling of the SKUs. The width of 
the aisles also affects the layout choice. A wider aisle will create a space where it is easier to 
maneuver the forklift (Jonsson and Matsson, 2011) and will counteract congestion so that forklift may 
pass each other (Mowrey and Parikh, 2014). A wider aisle requires a larger amount of space of the 
warehouse and this will result in less space for storing the SKUs. A narrow aisle utilizes less space 
than a wide aisle but are less effective because of the higher likelihood of congestion. The choice of 
width of the aisle are therefore a trade of between how much space that is needed for the aisle and 
storing space for the SKUs (Mowrey and Parikh, 2014). 
 

2.2.2. Operational Organizational Framework 
As mentioned above, the operational organizational framework combines many aspects from several 
areas of a company, such as business management, inventory management, organization management, 
transportation management and many other areas of management (Karásek, 2013).  

2.2.2.1. Slotting 
Slotting is a method for companies to reduce their costs and improve their operations but is one of the 
most overlooked aspect of managing a warehouse (Barry, 2010). Slotting is defined as SKU placement 
in warehouse storage locations. It is also said that companies with their warehouses can save up to 
10% to 30% more if they manage their warehouse with more than 15% slotting of their goods 
(Petersen, Siu and Heiser, 2005). When used effectively, slotting will ensure that the company has the 
right product at the right location when needed. It should also help the company optimize material 
handling and storage capacity utilization. The company will therefore have enough room in the 
picking slot to meet picking demand and to minimize picking time and picker traveling time (Barry, 
2010). From reducing labor and material handling costs in the warehouse, reductions in risk of product 
damage while managing the SKU is possible. The turnaround time or the time to complete a process in 
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a warehouse is also greatly reduced in combination of better control and utilization of assets (Barry, 
2010). 
 
When choosing a slotting method, it is important to consider two different factors regarding the SKUs. 
These are how to rank the different SKUs and how to assign these into the different storage locations 
(Petersen, Siu and Heiser, 2005). It is also important to consider the capacity of the warehouse. Some 
SKUs may require specific conditions to be stored and some might put demands on which their 
respective racks and pallets characteristics (Barry, 2010). 
 
Slotting policies can be divided into three main categories, these are the random slotting, dedicated 
storage and the class-based storage policy (Chan and Chan, 2011). According to Chan and Chan 
(2011) it be said that random slotting or storage and dedicated storage are extreme cases of class-based 
slotting. Meaning that random slotting consists of one big class where every product is randomly 
sorted, and SKUs are assigned to the nearest possible slot. By assigning SKUs to the nearest possible 
slot, the space used in the warehouse is utilized more efficiently (Yang and Nguyen, 2016). On the 
other hand, it requires greater material handling because the location of the SKUs is not fixed. The 
dedicated storage would be described in terms of that every product has their own class and is 
thereafter assigned their own specific slot in the warehouse (Chan and Chan, 2011). Kim and Smith 
(2012) describes another slotting policy which works in a more temporary manner. This is dynamic 
slotting and it happens when a company designate an area to contain different products over time. 
With this particular area, the company tries to match upcoming demands which can arise during 
different times (Kim and Smith, 2012). This is a more seasonal based type of slotting which manages 
waves of orders from customers. The concept of class-based slotting is dividing products in different 
classes depending on preferred attribute (Yang and Nguyen, 2016). Within these classes the products 
are randomly placed but because of the different classes, picking accuracy are increased and is in turn 
reducing traveling distance (Chan and Chan, 2011). Popular ways of sorting within the class-based 
slotting method is according to the demand or popularity of the SKU, turnover, volume, pick density 
and cube-per-order index (COI) (Petersen, Siu and Heiser, 2005) but the most commonly used in 
practice is the ABC class-based slotting method (Yu and de Koster, 2010). 
 
The ABC class-based storage method is the most commonly used slotting policy used in practice. This 
storage policy divides SKUs into different classes, three in common practice, hence the name. Here, 
the A-class section contains usually a small number of high turnover or high demand SKUs. This 
section is located closest to the input/output station to therefore be the most accessible one. The next 
section is the B-class section which contains SKUs which are next in line in terms of turnover and 
demand. The last section named the C-class section contains the products in the warehouse which hold 
the lowest turnover rate and has the lowest demand in the market (Yu and de Koster, 2010). The ABC 
class-based storage policy can consist of more class sections by adding more letters and further 
dividing the SKUs in terms of turnover. This can be done by placing the high turnover classes closer 
to the input/output point. In the same manner, it can consist of less classes if the SKUs in the slotting 
policy is divided in terms of turnover. Looking at dividing the SKUs between the different sections, a 
good rule of thumb can be used. If a company is shipping more than 150 SKUs per day it can be 
classified as an A product. Products can be classified as B-class products if they are usually shipped 
60-70 SKUs per day and the rest of the products at the back of the warehouse which then are classified 
as C-class products. This rule of thumb and the general ABC class-based slotting is based on daily and 
monthly sales reports which needs to be reviewed in order to update the ABC class-based slotting (Del 
Franco, 2001). 
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Figure 10: ABC class-based slotting. 
 

2.2.3. Coordinating/Controlling System 
As mentioned above, the coordination and controlling system is the system that handles and keep all 
the information regarding the SKUs. The warehouse management system (WMS), which is the system 
that is used as coordinating and controlling system, are used to control and optimize the warehouse 
and its different warehouse operations. These are operations such’s as knowing details about the actual 
storage location, the utilization of workforce, order and to illustrate the flow of people, machine and 
goods. A WMS-system is often made up of several subsystems such as merchandising system, 
information system, production system, enterprise resource planning system, material flow and 
warehouse controlling system and other system related to a business to consumer or business to 
business companies (Karásek, 2013). 
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3. METHOD 
The following chapter describes the methods chosen for the collection and analysis of data . The 
chapter describes what kind of study was made, how data was collected and then how the data was 
used. The chapter ends with a reliability and validity of the study. 
 

3.1. Simulation study 
 

This study is defined as a simulation study because it is set to represent events that mirrors a real-life 
situation. The advantages of a simulation study are that analyzation of the effects from an alternative 
situation can be made without implementing it. In this way, the current state of affairs can be 
compared to an alternative state in an efficient way. On the other hand, a simulation makes general 
delimitations which can differ from the real-life situation. This way the simulated outcome will differ 
from the real-life situation but will still provide satisfactory result (Anderson, Sweeny, Williams, 
Camm and Cochran, 2015). The simulation is set to study different outcomes in sense of forklift 
traveling distance in a warehouse with different racking and slotting configurations. The outcomes of 
these simulations are compared to each other in order to find the optimal solution and racking-slotting 
configuration. 
 
To be able to create such simulations, warehouse information was needed. As previously mentioned, 
the main interest was to compare the change in forklift traveling distance between the random slotting 
policy with traditional racking layout to ABC class-based slotting and fishbone racking layout. 
Therefore, PVI Segerström AB was chosen as a source of information. This choice was preferable 
since the racking and slotting configuration used in the warehouse of PVI Segerström AB was a 
random slotting and traditional layout configuration. Another reason for choosing PVI Segerström AB 
was because this company could provide the study with complete collection of information regarding 
their products. 
 
The materials current existing in the warehouse of PVI Segerström AB is a mix of products and 
commodities. The difference between these are not considered in this study because the study focuses 
on simulating the general forklift traffic in the warehouse, which behave in the same manner with or 
without a mix of products and commodities. 
 
The information above regarding the current warehouse configuration and existing materials in the 
warehouse was obtained through initial interviews with the CEO of PVI Segerström AB. Information 
about the nature of the forklift traffic and which hours in the warehouse were the busiest during the 
day was also obtained. 
 

3.2. Data collection 
 

In order to find relevant information to the simulation and create a picture that captures the current 
state of the warehouse at PVI Segerström AB, an analysis had to be made. This analysis consists of 
observations, interviews and different measuring sessions of the warehouse. This information, as well 
as information regarding the existing products in the warehouse was identified through the following 
methods and sources. This information could later be used as input data for the simulation. 
 

3.2.1. Observations 
To initiate the data collection and grasp the current state of the warehouse, observations were made. 
The purpose of these observations was to grasp the nature of the forklift traffic in the warehouse of 
PVI Segerström AB as well as how their traditional warehouse layout was structured. Observations 
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were also made in order to find events and identify abnormalities that would affect the forklift 
traveling distance. This course of action was made through first-hand observations during one week in 
the warehouse of PVI Segerström AB. The first-hand observations were made by standing in the 
warehouse watching the forklift traffic during the busiest work hours of the day for the forklift drivers. 
This was after lunchtime between 13 to 15 and all materials, whenever it was products or commodities 
were observed. The characteristics of the materials as well as the forklifts were not considered because 
they did not have any influence on the study at hand. The observations took place in numerous places 
in the warehouse but mainly from its four different corners to make sure that the whole warehouse was 
covered. During this time, documentation of the observations was continuously made in order to make 
reviewing of the documented material a possibility. These observations were like previously 
mentioned conducted for one week and was repeated during the same time once every day from 
Monday to Friday. This was because the study would benefit more from having continuous repetitions 
during a short period of time during the busiest hours of the day than from observation sessions done 
once every month. This was because the production of the company could vary and differ a lot. 
 

3.2.2. Interviews 
Thereafter, interviews were made with the purpose of further complement the information acquired 
through the earlier observations and identify events that could happen in the warehouse and the 
magnitude of these. The interviews were mainly directed to the forklift drivers which is individuals 
directly working with and within the warehouse. Interviews were also made with personnel at the 
administrative department. These were personnel such as the CEO of PVI Segerström AB and the 
logistics manager. This was important in order to acquire a broad perspective over the task at hand. In 
total, seven interviews were made. Five interviews were made with different forklift drivers working 
in the warehouse, one interview with the CEO of the company and one interview was made with the 
logistics manager of the company. The questions posed during these interviews were regarding which 
slotting policy they were currently using, which factors and situational events could affect the forklift 
traveling distance during different racking and slotting configurations as well as the significance of 
these happening in the warehouse. Here it was once again confirmed that the warehouse of PVI 
Segerström AB was using the random slotting policy. When the answers would differ regarding the 
significance of these situational events and factors, an average of the answers was calculated and used 
as the conducted answer of all interviews. Because of the profession of the forklift drivers and the 
nature of this, their answers regarding warehouse operations was therefore deemed as a reliable source 
of information. The forklift drivers interviewed were kept anonymous to keep them immune to the 
result of this study. This way their answers would not in any way affect their individual work position. 
The questions and answers from the interviews can be studied in Appendix B. 
 

3.2.3. Warehouse dimensions 
The measurements made were conducted in the warehouse of PVI Segerström AB. These 
measurements had the purpose of finding the existing dimensions of the warehouse, the dimensions of 
the slots and the dimensions of the aisles of the warehouse. The width and length of the warehouse 
were measured as well as the height, width and depth of the slots. The width of the aisles was also 
measured at this point to find the minimum width which were to be used in the simulation to come. To 
find the distance a forklift had to travel in order to reach the different slots, two measurements were 
made. The first one was from the entrance to the closest slot in the warehouse. The second one was 
from the entrance to the farthest slot in the warehouse. The difference between these represent the 
distance within the warehouse where the different slots could be found. These measurements were 
critical in order to grasp the current nature of the forklift traffic in the warehouse and to obtain 
information to be used in a simulation. The measurements were documented and the number of slots 
in the warehouse counted. To ensure that the measurements were correct, all measurements were made 
three times using a lasersizer which enabled the readings to become next to optimal. These three 
readings where then added together and divided by three in order to get the mean of the measured 
distance. The width and length of the warehouse were measured by placing the lasersizer on a wall 
while letting the laser hitting the opposite wall. The slots of the warehouse were measured by placing 
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the lasersizer on the inner beams letting the laser hit the opposite beam. These measurements of the 
slots are shown by figure 11. 

 
Figure 11: This figure shows how the slot dimensions in the warehouse were measured. 
 

3.2.4. Data from Electronic Data Interchange 
To be able to make the desirable change of slotting policy, information about the products of PVI 
Segerström AB had to be obtained. This was obtained through the company’s EDI system named 
“Monitor”. Since the change included an ABC class-based slotting, information about the products 
was required. This information was regarding how to distribute the products over different sections in 
the ABC class-based sorting. PVI Segerström AB had previously created an ABC class-based 
sortation. This sorting consisted of the current products in their warehouse and was therefore viable to 
use in the upcoming simulation configuration. The ABC class-based sortation made consisted of more 
than three sections which differs from the norm described in previous literature (Yu and de Koster, 
2010). Since the sortation of PVI Segerström AB’s products went from A to F, six letters of products 
sections would have to be implemented in the ABC class-based slotting sortation. These were all 
obtained through the EDI of the company. When using the information to distribute the number of 
slots in the warehouse over the different ABC percentages provided by PVI Segerström AB, a 
percentage calculation was used. For example, the A-section was calculated through the total number 
of slots times how many percent of the total number of slots in the warehouse was distributed as slots 
for A-products. This was done for every section included in the ABC class-based sortation. Here, the 
normal rules of rounding numbers had to be bent. From interviews with personnel working in the 
warehouse, it was important to distribute slots evenly when implementing the ABC class-based 
sortation. Therefore, if needed, numbers which is normally rounded up to a greater value were 
rounded down instead to fit into a more practical distributing solution. Because of the low percentages 
describing the E and F sections of the ABC class-based sortation, the number of slots distributed for 
these sections would be minimal. Therefore, these two sections were merged together forming one 
section, E/F. 

3.3. Conduction of simulation 
 

The upcoming section describes the simulations made for this simulation study. It was decided that 
four simulations had to be made in order to create the configurations needed for this study. These four 
configurations were to be compared to one another in order to find the change in forklift traveling 
distance each new configuration provided. 
 

3.3.1. Simulation model 
This study was set to find through a simulation, if a new racking and slotting configuration would be 
more profitable than a configuration with random slotting and a traditional layout. This was done by 
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measuring and simulating the total forklift traveling distance in the warehouse of PVI Segerström AB. 
The traveling distance was also chosen as the unit of measurement because it has previously been used 
in the literature regarding warehouse efficiency (Gue and Meller, 2009). To find the total traveling 
distance a forklift had to travel during one operation in the warehouse, a simulation model had to be 
made. This model handles the forklift traveling distance but also considers other variables and events 
that might occur during a forklift operation in the warehouse. From the interviews and observations, it 
could be found that three variables had to be added in order to make the simulation viable. These were 
misplacement of SKUs (M), driving error (D) and congestion between forklifts (C). These variables 
would under the event of them occurring or occurring simultaneously add additional distance the 
forklift had to travel. When adding these variables together with the correct traveling distance a 
forklift had to travel (T), the expected total traveling distance (Y) is conducted. This is also the 
simulation model for this simulation study and can be described as following: 

 
(𝑌)𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙	𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔	𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝑇 +𝑀 +𝐷 + 𝐶  (1) 

 
 
The variables of the simulation model will be further explained with additional variables and 
important measurements in the following section Variables and measurements.  
 

3.3.2. Variables and measurements 
The simulation study required different variables to be used in order to reflect a real-life situation. 
These were variables like slot dimensions, dimensions of the aisles and the total number of slots in the 
existing warehouse. These variables were set as constraints and were not to change under any 
circumstances when implementing changes in the warehouse. The reason for this is to strengthen the 
viability of the simulation study. In order to directly compare the current racking and slotting 
configuration to the new, same restrictions and rules had to be set for both configurations. In this case, 
restrictions in form of number of slots, slot dimensions and aisle dimensions. Other variables needed 
were those affecting the forklift traveling distance. These variables each have a possibility of 
occurring during a forklift operation which will determine if they add additional distance to the correct 
traveling distance. These are the variables from the previous section and are explained as following: 
 

• (T) Correct traveling distance 
 
The correct traveling distance is the distance a forklift travels without any errors and is the optimal 
distance during the forklift operation in the warehouse. The correct traveling distance is measured in 
meters (m) and was calculated by randomly generate 1000 turnouts. These turnouts were randomly 
generated between the minimum distance a forklift had to travel in order to get to the closest SKU 
possible and the maximum distance it had to travel in order to reach the SKU farthest away. The 
average of these 1000 turnouts was thereafter calculated. The average forklift traveling distance was 
multiplied by two in order to find the total distance it had to travel in order to reach the SKU and then 
return to the entrance of the warehouse. This is shown in the following formula: 
 

𝑇 = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 × 2   (2) 
 

• (M) Misplacement 
 
Misplacement is the variable providing additional distance a forklift must travel during a warehouse 
operation. Misplacement happens when a forklift has placed an SKU in the wrong slot. This creates 
confusion for the next forklift driver who is searching for that specific SKU. This forklift driver will 
then have to travel the distance originally intended only to find that the required SKU is not in its 
location. The forklift driver then turns back and exits the warehouse in order to retrieve new 
information on where this SKU might be. After retrieving the new information, the forklift driver then 
again enters the warehouse to travel to the right location and thereafter back to the exit the same way. 
The additional traveling distance provided by misplacement is measured in meters. When calculating 
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the additional forklift traveling distance misplacement provided, a new value was randomly generated 
between the minimum distance a forklift had to travel in order to reach an SKU and the maximum 
distance. This symbolizes the updated information the forklift driver receives in order to find the SKU. 
The generated variable was then multiplied by two to include the distance the forklift driver had to 
travel to then again exit the warehouse. This is shown in the following formula: 
 

𝑀 = 𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐷𝐵𝐸𝑇𝑊𝐸𝐸𝑁(𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚	𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔	𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒;𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚	𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔	𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒) × 2 (3) 
 

• (D) Driving error 
 
Driving error is the variable providing additional forklift traveling distance in the event of driving 
error. This happens when a forklift driver by some reason takes a wrong turn or end up at the wrong 
SKU. This could be the cause of not knowing the correct way or just not concentrating enough. When 
this happens, the forklift driver enters the warehouse as usual and drives to the SKU. When it is 
realized that it is the wrong SKU, the forklift driver exits the warehouse the same way it came in to 
retrieve information on where the SKU actually is. Thereafter the forklift driver once again enters the 
warehouse and driver to the correct SKU and then exits the warehouse in the normal manner. This is 
calculated in a similar manner as misplacement by randomly generate a value between the minimum 
distance a forklift has to travel in order to reach an SKU and the maximum distance. This generated 
variable is thereafter multiplied by two in order to describe the forklifts journey back to the entrance. 
The additional forklift traveling distance is measured in meters and is shown by the following formula: 
 

𝐷 = 𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐷𝐵𝐸𝑇𝑊𝐸𝐸𝑁(𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒;𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 × 2 (4) 
 
 

• (C) Congestion 
 
Congestion is the variable which provides additional forklift traveling distance when congestion 
between two forklifts occur in the warehouse. This happens when two forklifts operate at the same 
time in the warehouse. Here, the first forklift is blocking the second one’s way to reach its SKU. The 
second forklift will therefore have to take a different route to find its SKU on the other side of the first 
forklift. This variable is calculated by generating 1000 turnouts between the maximum additional 
forklift traveling distance a forklift has to travel in order to reach its SKU during congestion and the 
shortest additional distance during congestion. The average of these turnouts was thereafter calculated 
and seen as the distance a forklift had to travel during congestion. Due to the random nature of the 
simulation, the congestion distance for forklift two does not consider where forklift one is in the 
warehouse. The additional forklift traveling distance provided by congestion was measured in meter 
and is shown by the following formula: 
 

𝐶 = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  (5) 
 
From these variables, the simulation model could be conducted. The different variables could occur 
simultaneously and would in this case be calculated as they were happening one after the other.  
 

3.3.3. Configurations 
To generate the new racking and slotting configuration as well as see how the different configuration 
changes provided change in forklift traveling distance, four different simulations had to be made. The 
first simulation featured the current situation happening in the warehouse of PVI Segerström AB 
which is classified as a traditional layout with random slotting. This is set as a base situation with 
current forklift traveling distance to be compared to. The second simulation was made with a 
configuration between the traditional layout in combination with the ABC class-based slotting policy. 
This configuration would isolate the reduction in forklift traveling distance which is created by 
implementing ABC class-based slotting. The third simulation was made as a configuration between a 
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fishbone layout and random slotting. This defines the difference a fishbone layout creates when put 
into the case PVI Segerström AB. The fourth and final simulation featured the new configuration 
between the fishbone layout and the ABC class-based slotting method with required warehouse 
dimensions needed by the fishbone layout. The result of the last three simulations was thereafter 
compared to configuration number one which was set as a base configuration. Following table 
describes the different configurations with respective racking and slotting policy. 
 
Table 1: Configurations created to be simulated isolate the effect of each change to the current situation in the 
warehouse. 

 Random slotting ABC class-based slotting 

Traditional layout 1 2 

Fishbone layout 3 4 

 

3.3.4. Choice of simulation type 
The method chosen for these simulations was the Monte Carlo method. This is because of its ability to 
simulate a complex system through a normal distribution with random variables (Fetz and 
Oberguggenberger, 2016). Because the simulation in this study handles a large quantity of randomly 
generated variables which distributions are unknown, it can be identified as a normal distribution of 
variables and the Monte Carlo simulation was therefore preferable. In the Monte Carlo simulation, the 
randomly generated variable chosen was the forklift traveling distance. Microsoft Excel was chosen as 
simulation program to create the Monte Carlo simulation because of its ability to easily illustrate and 
handle big quantities of numbers in an efficient way. 
 

3.3.5. Specific procedure for the Monte Carlo simulation 
To make the Monte Carlo simulation featuring the different configurations 1, 2, 3 and 4. It was 
important to take into consideration which characteristics identified these configurations and then 
build the different simulations around these. Characteristics like whenever the configuration consisted 
of an ABC class-based sortation, the correct traveling distance had to be calculated differently. Here, a 
different traveling distance was randomly generated and used in the configurations featuring the ABC 
class-based slotting method. This traveling distance depends on within which section of the ABC the 
targeted SKU is located. This was constructed by the formula 𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐷𝑂𝑀() × 100% that randomly 
generates a percentage which was used as the section indicator. Each section was assigned an interval 
between 0 and 100% and this interval represented which traveling distance was to be distributed. 
Starting from 0 to the chance of an A-product to be chosen, the other sections and their respective 
chances of occurrence were stacked on top of each other until they reached 100%. Whenever the 
generated percentage fell into an interval, an IF-formula would either return a randomly generated 
distance between the minimum and maximum a forklift had to travel within that section, or 0 if the 
section indicator landed outside the interval. This way, only one section would return a value which 
represented the targeted SKU to be retrieved. 
 
Another important characteristic in this simulation was the implementation of the fishbone layout. 
When creating the fishbone racking layout, same constrictions had to be kept as the current layout 
possesses. These were like previously mentioned, the slot dimensions, number of slots and the aisle 
dimensions. Using these constant variables, putting the different slots in a pattern supported by the 
fishbone layout methodology by Gue and Meller (2009), a new layout with the same constraints could 
be created. This layout gave way for new maximum and minimum forklift traveling distances which 
was to be used in the simulation model variables. 
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As the simulation variables could occur simultaneously the different combinations arising during 
simultaneous occurrence was put as additional variables affecting the correct traveling distance. This 
led up to eight different variables and was only used in the simulation to express distances arising 
during simultaneous occurrence. The possibilities for these simultaneous occurrences were calculated 
by multiplying the possibilities for the variables the simultaneous occurrences with each other. This 
resulted in a percentage describing the possibility of the variables happening at the same time. The 
distance result to add to the correct traveling distance was therefore the results of the both variables 
forming the simultaneous occurrence. 
 
Simulating the expected total traveling distance was done in a similar manner as deciding where and 
SKU were during an ABC class-based sortation. The different variables adding forklift traveling 
distance to the correct traveling distance were added together. By subtracting this sum from 100%, the 
correct traveling distance for each configuration could be made. Here, the correct traveling distance 
would differ from the next if the possibilities of occurrence for the different variables changed. The 
possibilities were thereafter, starting from T, stacked on top of each other to form 100% forming 
different intervals for the different variables and the variables occurring simultaneously. A value 
randomly generated between 0 and 100% was thereafter created. This was to work as an indicator 
deciding which variable there was to present a value. An IF-formula was used in excel to either 
present a traveling distance if the indicator landed in the interval of the variable or 0 if it landed 
outside the interval. This way, the excel formula featuring the variables and them happen 
simultaneously, Y=T+M+D+C+M&D+M&C+D&C+M&D&C would only return one value from the 
different variables which described the forklift distance travelled. This procedure was repeated 1000 
times to create an average of Y which is identified as the expected total traveling distance. Here, the 
correct traveling distance had to be added to every other variable affecting the correct traveling 
distance in order to not only return a value only including the additional distance the forklift had to 
travel but the total distance it had to travel in the event of that variable occurring. 
 
When comparing the different results of the simulation, the following formula will be used to find the 
reduction each configuration provides from the current configuration in the warehouse of PVI 
Segerström AB. 
 

𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 100%− LMNOPQRST	URVWNSXP	SPY	XZS[RT\MNWRZS
LMNOPQRST	URVWNSXP	WMNURWRZSNQ	QN]Z\W	MNSUZ^VQZWWRST

 (6) 

3.4. Data analysis 
 

To analyze the data from the study, different analyzing tests can be made. These are tests that explores 
the significance of the findings in the study. Since a simulation was made featuring four different 
layout and slotting configurations which consisted of multiple forklift travel variables, T-test and one-
way ANOVA test was chosen for analyzation. Following the one-way ANOVA test, a Scheffe's post 
hoc test was also chosen to provide further information about the results. A sensitivity analysis was 
also made in order to find how the expected total traveling distance is susceptible to change of the 
different variables. The following data analysis tests were made in Microsoft Excel. 
 
3.4.1. One-way ANOVA 
The one-way ANOVA test is the most suitable choice when comparing normally distributed variables 
between three or more groups. This test also fulfills the assumptions that it is independent groups from 
one another, and it is assumed in this test that the variance between groups are similar. The one-way 
ANOVA would challenge the outcome of the simulation against the null hypothesis which describes 
that there is no relationship between the measured phenomena or no differences between group values. 
It would also determine through the F value and the F-critical value if the study is statistically 
significant or not (Kim, 2017). 
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The significance level was chosen to 0,05 which is the normal chosen value for ɑ in a statistical 
study.  If the result of the study would provide a higher F value than the F-critical value, the study 
would be seen as statistically significant and reject the null hypothesis. If the one-way ANOVA results 
in a lower p-value than the significance level, it would mean than the null hypothesis can be discarded. 
This would mean that the values of the simulation would have had a lower than 5% chance that the 
they would have been observed by random error alone. The number of observations chosen for the 
one-way ANOVA test was set to 10 because of its requirement of conducting a test with at least one or 
more observations than groups observed. 
 
3.4.2. Scheffe's post hoc test 
If the one-way ANOVA test would result in a rejection of the null hypothesis and decide that the 
results is statistically different from one another, a Scheffe's post hoc test would be made. This is 
because the Scheffe’s post hoc test settles the assumption that the null hypothesis is rejected when in 
fact it is actually true. Scheffe’s post hoc test does this through comparing the different results from 
the configurations of the study to each other in order to find if there is any statistically difference 
between these (Brown, 2005). To make this happen, Scheffe’s critical value had to be calculated. This 
is a value that decides if the null hypothesis is rejected or not. Scheffe’s critical value was calculated 
by the following formula with values taken from the one-way ANOVA:  
  

𝑆𝑐𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒`𝑠	𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙	𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 𝐹 − 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙	𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 × 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠	𝑜𝑓	𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑚	(𝑑𝑓) (7) 
 
Thereafter the comparison had to be made. This was done by using Scheffe’s Fs formula: 
 

 
𝐹𝑠 = (bcddddebfdddd)f

ghi(
c
jc
k c
jf
)
    (8) 

 
In this formula, 𝑥lddd is the mean of the results from the first configuration and 𝑥mddd is the mean of the 
results from the other configuration to be compared. MSW is the mean square within groups from the 
one-way ANOVA test and 𝑛l as well as 𝑛m is the total number of observations from the one-way 
ANOVA test for the respective configuration. When Fs is extracted it will be compared to Scheffe’s 
critical value and if Fs is greater, a statistical significance is proven between these. Otherwise the null 
hypothesis is kept. 
 

3.4.3. t-Test 
Because of the percent change of occurrences for the different variables, it is also interesting to further 
analyse the study with the question if there is an individual statistical significance between the 
variables in each configuration. This could be done by making a t-Test. The t-Test would explore if 
when expecting the null hypothesis, there would be a statistical significance between the same 
variables for different configurations. Here, the same variables were compared to each other between 
different configurations. The number of observations for the t-Test was set to 10 because the t-Test 
handles a normal distribution when observing samples less than 30. The significance level was set to 
0,05 which meant that if the t-Test’s p-value would result in a lower value, the null hypothesis could 
be discarded. If the p-value would be higher than 0,05, the null hypothesis would be kept (Moore, 
Olson, Chen and Sipper, 2019).  
 

3.4.4. Sensitivity Analysis 
To find how susceptible the expected total traveling distance is to the change of the different variables, 
a sensitivity analysis was made. A sensitivity analysis is measuring how a dependent variable is 
affected by the change of other variables. It is widely used in mathematical models of prediction and 
here it decides how the dependent variable, known as an output variable, is affected by the change of 
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other independent variables. These independent variables are known as input variables (Carpenter, 
2018). In the case of this study, the dependent variable can be identified as the expected total traveling 
distance and the independent variable are the different variables put into the simulation model (T, M, 
D and C). A sensitivity analysis will therefore be made in excel to find how the expected total 
traveling distance will change by altering each of the different variables percentage of occurrence with 
respect to the correct traveling distance (T). This is because, when a variable is altered, the correct 
traveling distance will in terms change as well. The sensitivity analysis would feature new 
observations from the variables. This was composed of six observations, three increasing and three 
decreasing with 20 units of percentage at time than the initial input of the independent variable. This 
would mean that the initial percentage both increase and decrease with first 20 units of percentage, 
then 40 units of percentage and finally 60 units of percentage. These units of percentage were chosen 
because it would describe a change over 50% of the initial percentages of occurrence for the different 
variables. This could therefore be enough to identify a possible change how the expected total 
traveling distance would evolve. This would describe how the expected total traveling distance would 
change when the percentage of occurrence for the different variables were altered with. Because of the 
purpose and research question of this study it was decided to only study the impact the different 
variables had on the fourth configuration featuring the combination of fishbone racking and ABC 
class-based slotting. 
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4. RESULTS 
 
The following chapter will present the result of this study. The result is constructed with the input data 
to the simulation which show the expected traveling distance for different configurations of the layout 
and slotting policies. This chapter starts by displaying the result of the data gathering for the input to 
the simulation. This is then followed by the result of the simulation. The chapter ends with displaying 
the results from the data analysis made. 
 

4.1. Descriptive of input variables to simulation 
 

The inputs to the simulation are the variables that are used. These variables are constructed from the 
input that are measured, observed or fetched from the EDI system or interviews.  
 

4.1.1. Constraint values 
The constraint values are values that need to be constant in all configurations that are to be simulated. 
The reason to use constraint values is so that all the configurations have the same presumptions. The 
constraint values are the number of slots, the slot dimensions and the aisle width. The number of slots 
comes from measurements in the warehouse and reaches a total number of 160 slots. The slot 
dimensions were also measure in the warehouse. These dimensions were as following; Width: 1.85 
meters, Depth: 1,2 meters, Height: 0,7 meters. Like the slot dimensions the aisle width was measured 
in the warehouse and reached a width of 4,5 meters. 
 

4.1.2. Input to simulation variables  
 
Below follows an explanation of the result to the input to each configuration that was simulated.  
 

• Traditional layout with random slotting 
The traditional layout with random slotting had a minimum and maximum traveling distance that can 
be observed in table 2. These dimensions were measured in the warehouse.  
 
Table 2: Distance for simulation variables 

Simulation variables Minimum Maximum 

1 Correct traveling distance (T) 12,58 90,28 

2 Misplacement (M) 12,58 90,28 

3 Driving error (D) 12,58 90,28 

4 Congestion (C) 41,83 63,50 
 

• Traditional layout with ABC class-based slotting 
Table 3 below shows the number of slots that were to be assigned to each of the different sections in 
the ABC-slotting. The percentage shows the amount of space that was assigned to each of the sections 
in the warehouse. This percentage was fetched from the company’s EDI-system. The number of 
sections, which in this case was five, were also fetched from the company’s EDI-system.  
 
When each section had been assigned a percentage of space in the warehouse this percentage was 
recalculated to numbers of slots. This number was not an even number and a slot cannot be divided 
into smaller slots. This required a rounded off number so that the warehouse could be divided 
according to numbers of slots. The rounded off numbers are the numbers used for dividing each 
section into the correct numbers of slots. The rounded off number is not rounded off according to what 
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number the decimals obtain. It is done according to interviews with the staff. This can be seen in table 
3 below. The number of slots for each section in the warehouse resulted in 38 slots for A, 32 slots for 
B, 66 slots for C, 20 slots for D and 4 slots for E/F. 
 
Table 3: Number of slots in ABC class-based slotting 

Total slots: 160   

Section Percentage Number of slots Rounded off 

A 24,08% 38,528 38 

B 19,44% 31,104 32 

C 41,01% 65,616 66 

D 31,22 21,152 20 

E/F 2,25 3,6 4 
 
By dividing the warehouse into individual sections with a certain number of slots, they obtained a 
unique maximum and minimum traveling distance that was possible to travel within the section area. 
These are listed in the table 4 below. As can be seen the traveling distance within each group differs 
from each other. The minimum and maximum traveling distance for A was 12,58 respective 29,48m, 
31,07 respective 46,43 for B, 47,73 respective 79,18 for C, 81,03 respective 90,28 for D and 90,28 
respective 90,28 for E/F. The probability that a forklift travels within a certain section reached a 
percentage of 65,82% for A, 18,61% for B, 13% for C, 2,26% for D and 0,31% for E/F. This is the 
probability that a forklift picks a SKU from each section. This percentage is visible in table 4.   
 
Table 4: Maximum and minimum traveling distance for each section 

Section Percentage Minimum Maximum 

A 65,82% 12,58 29,48 

B 18,61% 31,07 46,43 

C 13,00% 47,73 79,18 

D 2,26 81,03 90,28 

E/F 0,31% 90,28 90,28 
 

• Fishbone layout with random slotting  
The maximum and minimum traveling distance that were measured for a fishbone layout with random 
slotting can be seen in table 5 below. The minimum and maximum traveling distance for each variable 
are displayed and were measured to 11m respective 35,25m for T, 11m respective 35,25m for M, 11m 
respective 35,25 for D and 28,62m respective 59,80m for C. When the layout is structured according 
to fishbone with random slotting, these are the minimum and maximum distances that are possible for 
each variable.  
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Table 5: Minimum and maximum traveling distance 

Simulation variables Minimum Maximum 

1 Transportation without 
error (T) 

11,00 35,25 

2 Misplacement (M) 11,00 35,25 

3 Driving error (D) 11,00 35,25 

4 Congestion (C) 28,62 59,80 
 

• Fishbone layout with ABC class-based slotting 
The combination of fishbone layout with ABC class-based slotting used the same distribution of slots 
for each section in the ABC slotting as in the traditional layout. This means that he amount of slots for 
each section in the warehouse resulted in 38 slots for A, 32 slots for B, 66 slots for C, 20 slots for D 
and 4 slots for E/F. The percentage that represents the probability that a forklift is to pick a SKU in a 
certain section is distributed in the same way as with the traditional layout. The probability of a 
forklift traveling within a certain section reached a percentage of 65,82% for A, 18,61% for B, 13% 
for C, 2,26% for D and 0,31% for E/F. The minimum and maximum distances is the element that 
differs from the traditional layout with ABC class-based slotting. Each section reached a minimum 
and maximum traveling distance of 11m respective 23,62m for A, 21,26m respective 27,32m for B, 
24,47m respective 32,87m for C, 30,45m respective 32,98m for D and 35,23 respective 32, 37m for 
E/F. Table 6 summarize these values.  
 
Table 6: Probability that a SKU gets picked in each section with respective traveling distance 

Section Percentage Minimum Maximum 

A 65,82% 11,00 23,62 

B 18,61 21,26 27,32 

C 13% 24,47 32,87 

D 2,26% 30,45 32,98 

E/F 0,31% 35,23 32,37 
 

4.2. Output of simulation 
 
As described in the method chapter, in order to obtain an output from a simulation, input variables are 
needed. The simulation variables consist of two components, the probability that the variable occur 
and the expected traveling distance which each variable is expected to provide during occurrence. The 
distance is measured in meters. The probability for each variable comes from interviews that was 
carried out on forklift drivers. The answers were then summarized into a probability for each variable. 
The distance comes from a randomly generated number between the minimum and maximum distance 
for each of the variables in every configuration that has been generated 1000 times. The average 
number of these generations was calculated and is called distance. The probability and distance for 
each simulation variable can be seen in tables 7 to 10. 
  
The output of the simulation is the result of the simulation. This is what the input variables are 
transformed into. Variables one to four are the base variables. Variables five to eight are combinations 
of variables one to four. These are also variables, but they build on the information that variables one 
to four contains.  
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The result of each configuration, expected total traveling distance (Y) is highlighted in yellow in table 
7-10. This number is the result of running the simulations 1000 times. The total number was 
recalculated to an average number and this is the number highlighted in yellow. Each result can be 
seen in tables 7-10 below. The expected total traveling distance for traditional layout with random 
slotting reached a value of 150,333286m, 80,880556m for traditional layout with ABC class-based 
slotting, 69,175168m for fishbone layout with random slotting and 49,415966m for fishbone layout 
with ABC class-based slotting.  
  
Table 7: Traditional layout with random slotting 

Simulation variables Probability Distance 

1 Correct traveling 
distance (T)  

69,39% 101,776 

2 Misplacement (M) 22,00% 277,776 

3 Driving error (D) 6,00% 195,776 

4 Congestion (C)  1,00% 154,426 

5 Misplacement & 
Driving error (M&D) 

1,32% 473,552 

6 Misplacement & 
Congestion (M&C) 

0,22% 432,202 

7 Driving error & 
Congestion (D&C) 

0,06% 350,202 

8 Misplacement & 
Driving error & 
Congestion (M&D&C) 

0,01% 627,978 

 
Expected total traveling distance (Y) 

150,333286 

 
Table 8:Traditional layout with ABC class-based slotting 

Simulation variables Probability Distance 

1 Correct traveling 
distance (T)  

75,81% 63,556 

2 Misplacement (M) 16,00% 126,556 

3 Driving error (D) 6,00% 139,556 

4 Congestion (C)  1,00% 116,287 

5 Misplacement & 
Driving error (M&D) 

0,96 266,112 

6 Misplacement & 
Congestion (M&C) 

0,16 242,843 

7 Driving error & 
Congestion (D&C) 

0,06% 255,843 
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8 Misplacement & 
Driving error & 
Congestion (M&D&C) 

0,01% 382,399 

 
Expected total traveling distance (Y) 

80,880556 

 
Table 9: Fisbone layout with random slotting 

Simulation variables Probability Distance 

1 Correct traveling 
distance (T)  

59,60% 45,974 

2 Misplacement (M) 27,00% 97,974 

3 Driving error (D) 10,00% 81,974 

4 Congestion (C)  0,50 105,974 

5 Misplacement & 
Driving error (M&D) 

2,70 179,948 

6 Misplacement & 
Congestion (M&C) 

0,14% 203,948 

7 Driving error & 
Congestion (D&C) 

0,05% 187,948 

8 Misplacement & 
Driving error & 
Congestion (M&D&C) 

0,01% 285,922 

 
Expected total traveling distance (Y) 

69,157168 

 
Table 10: Fishbone layout with ABC class-based slotting 

Simulation variables Probability Distance 

1 Correct traveling 
distance (T)  

66,23% 40,158 

2 Misplacement (M) 21,00% 65,158 

3 Driving error (D) 10,00% 65,158 

4 Congestion (C)  0,50% 84,574 

5 Misplacement & 
Driving error (M&D) 

2,10 130,316 

6 Misplacement & 
Congestion (M&C) 

0,11% 149,732 

7 Driving error & 
Congestion (D&C) 

0,05% 149,732 

8 Misplacement & 
Driving error & 
Congestion (M&D&C) 

0,01% 214,890 
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Expected total traveling distance (Y) 

49,415966 

  

4.3. Comparison of Transportation distance across simulations 
 

4.3.1. One-way ANOVA 
The one-way ANOVA test show if the result of the simulations is statistically significant. The 
calculations for the test is can be seen in appendix A, table 11-12. F equals 243,0330459 which is 
larger than F-crit that have a value of 2,866266. This imply that the four configurations are statistically 
significant. The P-value, which is 6,1E-24, imply that the values in the configurations is not generated 
by chance since the P-value is lower than 0,05.  
 

4.3.2. Scheffe’s post hoc test 
Scheffe’s post hoc test show if there is a statistic significant between two configurations. The four 
different configurations have been compared with each other. If the Fs value is lower than Scheffe’s 
Critical Value, the comparison is not statistically significant. aall comparisons except one was 
statistically significant. The traditional layout with ABC class-based slotting compared to the Fishbone 
layout with Random slotting is the comparison that is not statistically significant. This comparison 
reached a value of 1,18969374 which is lower that Scheffe’s critical value of 8,598796653. The 
calculations for Scheffe’s post hoc test can be seen in Appendix A, table 13. 
 
4.3.3. T-Test 
The t-Test compare the different variables that are used in the simulations. This test investigates if the 
variables are statistically significant in each configuration. The calculations can be seen in Appendix 
A, table 14-21. The t-Test resulted in that all variables but one was statistically significant. The 
fishbone layout with random slotting vs fishbone layout with ABC class-based slotting is not 
statistically significant. 
 

4.3.4. Sensitivity analysis 
The sensitivity analysis shows how the different variables in the configuration fishbone layout with 
ABC class-based slotting would affect the expected total traveling distance (Y) when taking on higher 
or lower values. The result of the sensitivity analysis shows that changing the variables M, D and C 
will affect T in an opposite manner. Meaning increasing the variables M, D and C will decrease T with 
the same value. The effect this has on Y is that the increasement of M, D and C will result in a 
reduction of Y as well as it does on T. Same goes in the opposite manner. A reduction of M, D and C 
will increase T with the same value and result in a reduction of Y. The table of the sensitivity analysis 
can be studied in Appendix A, table 22-24. 
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5. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The following chapter will discuss the results in chapter four. The result from the simulations will be 
put in relation to chapter three. The chapter will end with an explanation of the different data 
analyzation tests and an explanation of what they mean for this study. 
 

5.1. Warehouse efficiency 
The result of this simulation study shows that from a warehouse configuration consisting of a 
traditional layout and a random slotting policy, improvements can be made implementing a new 
configuration. When comparing the different results from the simulation it was found that when 
implementing a new configuration, the forklift traveling distance is reduced. 
 

5.1.1. Implementing ABC class-based slotting 
If PVI Segerström AB were to keep their traditional layout but implement an ABC class-based slotting 
sortation, they would reduce their forklift traveling distance with 46,20%. This comes as described by 
Yu and de Koster (2010) by placing high turnover SKUs closer to the input/output station and 
thereafter the ones with lower turnover. Not only is this reduction provided by a change in the 
randomly generated T from the ABC class-based sortation but also in reduced possibility of 
misplacement. The possibility of misplacement was reduced from 22% to 16%. The reason for this 
could be that the area which the SKU are supposed to be placed is narrowed down to smaller sections. 
This will provide clear instructions for the forklift driver on which section their SKU are supposed to 
be placed. If the SKU is still misplaced, the area of misplacement could be much smaller than with 
random slotting. 
 

5.1.2. Implementing fishbone layout 
If PVI Segerström AB would change their racking layout method instead of their slotting method, 
further reductions could be made. From the result it can be seen that if the company implemented the 
newly developed concept of fishbone layout, they could reduce their total forklift traveling distance 
with 54%. This is a change in distance reduction when comparing it to previous literature studying the 
fishbone layout. According to Gue and Meller (2009) the traveling distance can to be reduced up to 
20% which is a difference of 34% when compared to PVI Segerström AB. This could be the cause of 
the maximum and minimum distance the forklift had to travel in the current warehouse of PVI 
Segerström AB. It could be that even though their warehouse worked with full capacity, their structure 
of the current traditional layout was not optimal. If structured differently it might have been able to 
give an optimal value of maximum and minimum traveling distance. This way the result of this study 
might fall closer to the result of the previous studies by Gue and Meller (2009) and the studies by 
Cardona (2012). Cardona (2012) found in a similar manner to Gue and Meller (2009) that the traveling 
distance would be reduced to slightly above 18% by taking into account further factors that might 
affect the traveling distance in a warehouse. 
 
When implementing the fishbone layout, other changes were to happen. The possibilities for the 
different variables changed. The possibility for misplacement would rise to 27% and the driving error 
rose to 10%. Like Gue and Melles (2009) suggests, this could be the result of confusion happening in 
the warehouse when implementing a new layout. Since the fishbone layout is a new warehouse layout, 
many forklift drivers might be used to the traditional layout. This could be an implementation issue for 
new forklift drivers. A longer learning period and more frequent errors could be the price for reduced 
forklift traveling distance in the warehouse. With the implementation of a fishbone layout it was 
studied that the congestion happening in the warehouse would change. The congestion would be 
reduced from 1% to 0,5%. This could be because of the additional aisles that the fishbone layout 
provides and the reduced possibility that two forklifts would run in the same aisle. If the simulation 
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would take into account warehouse operations featuring dual command operations it might not have 
reduced the traveling distance in the manner it did. As Pohl et al. (2009) suggests, when changing to a 
fishbone layout from a traditional layout during duel command operations, only 10-15% was reduced. 
This would mean that in the case of the study it wouldn’t be as efficient in terms of traveling distance 
during one run in the warehouse running dual command operations. On the other hand, the efficiency 
provided by retrieving another SKU during the same run would also provide an advantage. 
 

5.1.3. Implementing fishbone layout and ABC class-based slotting 
Looking at a new configuration with no likeness from the current one happening in the warehouse of 
PVI Segerström even greater reduction in forklift traveling distance is found. When combining a 
fishbone layout with the ABC class-based slotting method a total traveling distance reduction of 
67,13% was found. Implementing this configuration instead of the current one in PVI Segerström 
AB’s warehouse would also provide further changes in for the possibilities of occurrence for the 
different variables. When combining the new layout and slotting method, the possibilities for every 
variable would change. Misplacement would be lowered to 21% as the driving error would rise to 
10%. When the variable congestion happened, it would like the implementation of only the fishbone 
layout decrease to 0,5%. These changes as the result of the combined effect from the two previous 
configurations would even though consisting of fishbone which increased the misplacement still be 
lower than the original configuration. This would most likely depend on the restricted area the 
different ABC-sections provide for the forklift to travel within. When the possible area of 
misplacement is reduced, the possibility of misplacement is also reduced. Once again as Gue and 
Meller (2009) suggests, driving error could only increase with the implementation of fishbone because 
of the confusion which comes with the implementation of this layout. The implementation for new 
forklift drivers and personnel would require longer learning periods which from there could be more 
costly than operating a warehouse with a traditional layout. This configuration with fishbone layout 
and ABC class-based slotting differs from the individual effects of configuration 2 and 3. When 
implementing the ABC class-based slotting instead of random slotting for the traditional layout, the 
expected total forklift traveling distance is affected more than implementing it with the fishbone 
layout. The reason for this could be that the difference in minimum and maximum traveling distance 
between the traditional layout and the fishbone layout. With a greater gap between the minimum and 
maximum traveling distance, the ABC class-based slotting will have a greater impact. This is because 
of the distances the ABC-sections restricts gets longer when the total distance increases. Even though 
the impact is not as great as only implementing the ABC class-based slotting with traditional layout, it 
is still like Yu and de Koster (2012) describes a reduction of traveling distance. The following events 
5 to 8 where variables occur simultaneously is ever changing for every configuration as long as the 
previous four variables take different values and possibilities. 
 

5.1.4. Further discussion 
When looking at efficiency aspects of implementing any of these configurations, the forklift traveling 
distance is reduced. From this, another question can be posed. What other aspects does these 
implementations come with? When implementing configuration 2 featuring traditional layout and the 
ABC class-based slotting the forklift traveling distance is simulated to decrease with 46,20% but will 
come with the expense of rearranging the SKU’s in the warehouse. This can be seen as a relatively 
low cost to decrease the total forklift traveling distance in the warehouse for any company. 
 
From implementing the fishbone layout from the current traditional layout, other costs arise. These are 
the costs of changing a current layout and maybe even the dimensions of the warehouse itself which 
can become very expensive. It might not even balance the profits forklift traveling distance reduction 
would bring from the fishbone layout. This is why the fishbone layout might be of consideration and 
better suited for the implementation and construction of a new warehouse. When constructing a new 
warehouse, the dimensions required from a fishbone layout can be taken into consideration from the 
start. This way a company can profit from the reduced forklift traveling distance without the need of 
investments in reconstruction of their current warehouse. 
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When Gue and Meller (2009) discuss their model of the fishbone layout it is considered a greenfield 
project meaning that they do not consider additional factors which may happen or affects the traveling 
distance. This study considers the variables misplacement, driving error and congestion as well as 
them occurring simultaneously which makes it closer to a brownfield project than the study from Gue 
and Meller (2009). In the study by Cardona (2012), the traveling distance reduction with a fishbone 
layout and random slotting is reduced to just over 18%. Here, the study is considered a brownfield 
project which takes into account other variables which might affect the forklift traveling distance. This 
result is still lower than the implementation of fishbone layout and random slotting and can once again 
be the cause of a comparison where a non-optimal layout regarding the traditional layout and random 
slotting is compared to.  
 
Discussing how companies would profit from this reduction in traveling distance. Traveling distance 
within the warehouse is connected to the material handling costs. Looking at the material handling 
costs, it can be seen as reduced in the same manner as the traveling distance for respective 
configuration. This is because of that this study do not explore the different aspects of this cost but the 
traveling distance within a warehouse. This can therefore be treated as an approximate number for the 
material handling costs for respective configuration and could higher if more variables in form of costs 
were to be added. Studies regarding material handling cost is like previously mentioned done by 
Cardona (2012) and would therefore be preferable literature to study if researching this aspect. 
 
Jan Karásek (2013) tells us that the layout design of the warehouse affects 60% of the total traveling 
distance. In his study it is included in the concept of layout design factors such as number of blocks, 
length and width of the picking aisles, number of picking aisles, number and shape of cross aisles, 
number of rack levels and finally the position of the input and output stations. Considering all these 
factors in the case of this master thesis could further affect the expected total traveling distance beside 
its current result. 
 
When the traveling distance in a warehouse is reduced, the company’s responsiveness to customer and 
other stakeholders in the supply chain is increased. As Sainathuni, Parikh, Zhang and Kong (2014) 
describes the whole supply chain depending on the responsiveness of the warehouse and will therefore 
contribute to overall supply chain efficiency. Supply chain efficiency will in turn according to Mellat-
Parast and Spillan (2014) provide to further competitiveness for the individual business as well. With 
the reduction of traveling distance in this study, advantages to the whole supply chain as well as the 
individual business will be obtained and profited from. 
 

5.2. Data analyzation tests 
Different analyzation tests were made to find if the study could be seen as statistically significant. This 
was first proved by an one-way ANOVA test, then again further studied through the Scheffe’s post 
hoc test to see where if any similarities between the configurations could be found. Through this test it 
was found that between the configurations traditional layout with ABC class-based slotting and 
fishbone layout with random slotting there was no statistical significance. This could be because the 
results of these two configurations individually were quite similar. This could mean implementing the 
traditional layout with ABC class-based slotting would give almost the same effect as implementing 
the fishbone layout with random slotting.  
 
After the Scheffe’s post hoc test, a t-Test were made with the purpose to find if there was any 
statistical significance or not in the different variables between the different configurations. The t-Test 
was made between every configuration for every variable possible. This resulted in telling that 
between every configuration in every variable there was a statistical significance but in one. This was 
for the congestion variable between fishbone layout with random slotting and fishbone layout with 
ABC class-based slotting. The explanation for this could be because of the maximum and minimum 
traveling distance the fishbone provides. Here, the ABC class-based slotting does not provide the same 
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effect as it would in a traditional layout as the ABC-sections cover shorter distances in the fishbone 
layout.  
 
From the sensitivity analysis featuring how the different variables M, D, C and T changed and 
therefore affected the expected total traveling distance it could be seen how this changed. Because of 
the increase of each variable except T it could be seen that Y increased as well. This is because the 
percentages of occurrence for the different variables increased which would result in these occurring 
more frequently than before. Therefore, they would add further distance during the 1000 generations 
that is simulated through the Monte Carlo simulation. The same presumption is presumed when T 
increases and M, D and C decreases. This brings a reduction in Y and is explained as the variables will 
not occur in the same manner originally intended. It can be observed that the variables do not change 
in a linear manner. This is explained as every cell is independent of one another and the simulation 
randomly generates new values for each cell. Even though the nature of the sensitivity analysis, a 
change in expected total traveling distance can be observed as the different variables either increase or 
decrease. 
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
The conclusion and future works chapter will tie together the result and analyzation in combination 
with the research question. The purpose of this chapter is to answer the research questions based on 
the result of the paper. The chapter ends with a discussion of recommended future works that can be 
investigated in order to complete the study.  
 

6.1. Conclusion 
The paper started by asking the questions: “How does a configuration of fishbone layout with ABC 
class-based slotting impact transportations distance relative traditional layout with random slotting in 
a warehouse?” This question has been examined in this study in order to close the gap between how 
fishbone layout and ABC class-based slotting may impact on the expected traveling distance in a 
warehouse.   
 
This question has been examined by conducting a Monte Carlo simulations with four configurations of 
racking layout and slotting that simulates the expected total traveling distance during a picking run in 
a warehouse in each configuration. The study was carried out in order to close the gap between how a 
configuration of fishbone layout and ABC class-based slotting may impact on the expected traveling 
distance in a warehouse.  This paper emphasizes the value for a company to overlook their racking 
layout and slotting policy. A company should constantly overlook and seek to optimize their 
warehouse in order to stay competitive and contribute to a competitive supply chain. 
 
The study used a Mote Carlo simulation in order to simulate the expected traveling distance in each 
configuration. The fact that this study considered the warehouse as an isolated part of the company 
should be highlighted. To get a more just perception of how large the transportation problem is 
relative to the company’s other problems, all the transportations within the company could have been 
measured. Another aspect that could have been involved is the WMS part. Involving this part could 
connect the physical tangible aspect of a warehouse with its intangible.  
 
The result of the Monte Carlo simulation show that a combination of fishbone layout and ABC class-
based slotting reduce the expected total traveling distance with 67,13%. From this result it was 
concluded that this configuration can reduce the total excepted traveling distance in a warehouse when 
compared to a traditional layout with random slotting. The one-way ANOVA, Scheffe´s post hoc test 
and the t-Test shows that the variables and configurations are statistically significant. From these tests 
the conclusion that the study is valid can be made. 
 
The result shows that if a company implement either fishbone layout, ABC class-based slotting or 
both of them, they will obtain a reduced total traveling distance. The conclusion of this is that 
depending on the company’s conditions, they should strive to implement at least one of the policies. 
The solution can be divided into three possible improvement cases: 
 

1. Traditional layout with ABC. Class-based slotting 
2. Fishbone layout with random slotting 
3. Fishbone layout with ABC class-based slotting 

 
Earlier in the paper it was stated that investment calculus won’t be made for the implementation of 
each configurations. Instead approximations have been made based on literature and interviews to 
estimate which case that is cheapest and which is the most expensive to implement. The cases listed 
above are sorted after the estimated implementation cost for each option where case one is the 
cheapest and easiest to implement and case three is the most expensive and difficult case to 
implement. If a company lacks the funds for improving the warehouse they can chose to only 
implement the ABC class-based slotting. This improvement does not require any change of the 
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functionality of the warehouse. The implementation would imply a resorting of the SKUs which 
would require resources in the form of manpower and this would be an investment cost.  
 
If a company are able to invest more in improving their warehouse, they can go with case number two 
which would mean that they change the layout of the racks. This solution would imply a higher 
investment cost but it would also result in a larger reduction in traveling distance in the warehouse.  
 
The most expensive case would be case number three. If a company has a large amount of funds this 
would be the case to implement. This case is a combination of case one and two and requires therefore 
the investments made for both of them. This case offers the highest reduction in traveling distance and 
would according to this study be the optimal solution for the company. But the question regarding the 
company’s financial situation remains. How much are they willing to invest in order to reduce the total 
traveling distance in their warehouse? This is the first question that must be answered before taking a 
decision regarding which improvement case that are to be carried out. 
 
This study shows great benefits for a company that implements at least one of the proposed solutions. 
It will not only affect the company itself but the whole supply chain. This solutions benefits assume 
that the functionality of the supply chain is synchronized so that the warehouse gets stocked for the 
production and doesn’t get over or underfilled for the deliveries to the customers. The conclusion that 
can be made is that this solution is only worth considering if the whole supply chain is synchronized. 
Otherwise the benefits will go unnoticed.  
 

6.2. Future works 
As mentioned earlier the warehouse was considered as an isolated part of the company. By specifying 
the study in such way, it has contributed to a specific overview of the transportation distance in the 
warehouse but it does not put in relation to the whole transportation distance that occurs in the 
company. Therefore, it is hard to estimate how great of an impact the solution will have on the total 
traveling distance that exists in the company. In order to find out if this solution is the right decision to 
implement a study of the whole transportation system within the company should be investigated. This 
would require a considerable large amount of time to preform but would also be the next step in order 
to further confirm the solution. Another aspect that can be included in order to strengthen the decision 
is to investigate the supply chain responsiveness and how it affects the warehouse performance. This 
aspect would close the gap between how a supply chain and the warehouse interacts and affects each 
other.  
 
Another aspect that can be included in the research is the investment cost for such a solution. This is 
probably one of the most crucial factors that affect the decision making regarding new solutions. This 
investigation should include investment costs and the potential economical profit. Without such an 
aspect to a study it is likely that the solution won’t even get considered.  
 
The WMS system is another aspect that can be included in the future research. This system handles all 
the SKUs and therefore it would be interesting to connect it with the tangible part of a warehouse 
which is how the SKUs are sorted and the racks are placed. By studying how the WMS affects the 
handling of the SKUs, the intangible part of a warehouse would be connected with the tangible part. 
This would contribute to a warehouse that works in symbiosis with the picking of and SKUs and the 
intangible handling of the SKUs. 
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7. APPENDIX A 

 
One-way ANOVA 
 
Table 11: One-way ANOVA 

Configurations Count Sum Average Variance 

Traditional layout with 
random slotting 

10 1330,49495 133,0494955 179,964902 

Traditional layout with 
ABC class-based 
slotting 

10 709,340795 70,9230795 20,86880441 

Fishbone layout with 
random slotting 

10 672,664522 67,2664522 24,05715201 

Fishbone layout with 
ABC class-based 
slotting 

10 473,851415 47,3851415 1,24280264 

     
 
Table 12: One-way ANOVA 

Source of variation SS Df MS F P-
Value 

F-crit 

Between groups 41218,46431 3 13739,4881 243,0330459 6,1E-
24 

2,866266 

Within groups 2035,202949 36 56,53341526    

Total 43253,66726 39     
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Scheffe’s post hoc 
 
Table 13: Scheffe’s post hoc test 

Scheffe’s Critical Value: 
8,598796653 

  

Comparison of configurations Fs 

Traditional layout with random 
slotting 

Traditional layout with ABC 
class-based slotting 

341,242864 

Traditional layout with random 
slotting 

Fishbone layout with random 
slotting 

382,730175 

Traditional layout with random 
slotting 

Fishbone layout with ABC 
class-based slotting 

649,030446 

Traditional layout with ABC 
class-based slotting 

Fishbone layout with random 
slotting 

1,18969374 

Traditional layout with ABC 
class-based slotting 

Fishbone layout with ABC 
class-based slotting 

49,0464337 

Fishbone layout with random 
slotting 

Fishbone layout with ABC 
class-based slotting 

34,9586624 
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T-Test 
 
Table 14: Transportation without errors (T) 
t-test: Två sampel antar lika 
varians   

t-test: Två sampel antar lika 
varians  

       
  TR TABC    FR FABC 

Medelvärde 103,4874 63,0568  Medelvärde 45,9188 40,6718 
Varians 2,463232 0,416847  Varians 0,162293 0,255168 
Observationer 10 10  Observationer 10 10 
Parad varians 1,44004   Parad varians 0,208731  
Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0   

Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0  

fg 18   fg 18  
t-kvot 75,33694   t-kvot 25,68048  
P(T<=t) ensidig 2,93E-24   P(T<=t) ensidig 6,19E-16  
t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064   t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064  
P(T<=t) tvåsidig 5,86E-24   P(T<=t) tvåsidig 1,24E-15  
t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922    t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922   
       
       
       
t-test: Två sampel antar lika 
varians   

t-test: Två sampel antar lika 
varians  

       
  TR FR    TABC FABC 

Medelvärde 103,4874 45,9188  Medelvärde 63,0568 40,6718 
Varians 2,463232 0,162293  Varians 0,416847 0,255168 
Observationer 10 10  Observationer 10 10 
Parad varians 1,312762   Parad varians 0,336008  
Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0   

Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0  

fg 18   fg 18  
t-kvot 112,3512   t-kvot 86,351  
P(T<=t) ensidig 2,23E-27   P(T<=t) ensidig 2,53E-25  
t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064   t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064  
P(T<=t) tvåsidig 4,47E-27   P(T<=t) tvåsidig 5,06E-25  
t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922    t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922   
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Table 15: Misplacement (M) 
t-test: Två sampel antar lika 
varians   

t-test: Två sampel antar lika 
varians  

       
  TR TABC    FR FABC 

Medelvärde 200,8874 94,7568  Medelvärde 92,5188 65,4718 
Varians 3233,51 97,07027  Varians 189,7026 26,46352 
Observationer 10 10  Observationer 10 10 
Parad varians 1665,29   Parad varians 108,083  
Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0   

Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0  

fg 18   fg 18  
t-kvot 5,815415   t-kvot 5,817352  
P(T<=t) ensidig 8,24E-06   P(T<=t) ensidig 8,21E-06  
t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064   t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064  
P(T<=t) tvåsidig 1,65E-05   P(T<=t) tvåsidig 1,64E-05  
t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922    t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922   
       
       
       
t-test: Två sampel antar lika 
varians   

t-test: Två sampel antar lika 
varians  

       
  TR FR    TABC FABC 

Medelvärde 200,8874 92,5188  Medelvärde 94,7568 65,4718 
Varians 3233,51 189,7026  Varians 97,07027 26,46352 
Observationer 10 10  Observationer 10 10 
Parad varians 1711,606   Parad varians 61,7669  
Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0   

Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0  

fg 18   fg 18  
t-kvot 5,857153   t-kvot 8,332059  
P(T<=t) ensidig 7,56E-06   P(T<=t) ensidig 6,83E-08  
t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064   t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064  
P(T<=t) tvåsidig 1,51E-05   P(T<=t) tvåsidig 1,37E-07  
t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922    t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922   
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Table 16: Driving error (D) 
t-test: Två sampel antar lika 
varians   

t-test: Två sampel antar lika 
varians  

       
  TR TABC    FR FABC 

Medelvärde 210,2874 94,3568  Medelvärde 88,9188 64,1718 
Varians 2218,552 387,7972  Varians 264,805 39,27584 
Observationer 10 10  Observationer 10 10 
Parad varians 1303,175   Parad varians 152,0404  
Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0   

Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0  

fg 18   fg 18  
t-kvot 7,180948   t-kvot 4,487744  
P(T<=t) ensidig 5,51E-07   P(T<=t) ensidig 0,000142  
t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064   t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064  
P(T<=t) tvåsidig 1,1E-06   P(T<=t) tvåsidig 0,000285  
t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922    t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922   
       
       
       
t-test: Två sampel antar lika 
varians   

t-test: Två sampel antar lika 
varians  

       
  TR FR    TABC FABC 

Medelvärde 210,2874 88,9188  Medelvärde 94,3568 64,1718 
Varians 2218,552 264,805  Varians 387,7972 39,27584 
Observationer 10 10  Observationer 10 10 
Parad varians 1241,679   Parad varians 213,5365  
Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0   

Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0  

fg 18   fg 18  
t-kvot 7,701703   t-kvot 4,618916  
P(T<=t) ensidig 2,1E-07   P(T<=t) ensidig 0,000107  
t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064   t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064  
P(T<=t) tvåsidig 4,19E-07   P(T<=t) tvåsidig 0,000213  
t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922    t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922   
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Table 17: Congestion (C) 
t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians    

t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians   

       
  TR TABC    FR FABC 

Medelvärde 155,8976 115,4548  Medelvärde 91,3188 84,6767 
Varians 2,361187 0,497083  Varians 266,5989 0,591159 
Observationer 10 10  Observationer 10 10 
Parad varians 1,429135   Parad varians 133,595  
Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0   

Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0  

fg 18   fg 18  
t-kvot 75,64663   t-kvot 1,284977  
P(T<=t) ensidig 2,72E-24   P(T<=t) ensidig 0,107545  
t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064   t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064  
P(T<=t) tvåsidig 5,44E-24   P(T<=t) tvåsidig 0,21509  
t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922    t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922   
       
       
       
t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians    

t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians   

       
  TR FR    TABC FABC 

Medelvärde 155,8976 91,3188  Medelvärde 115,4548 84,6767 
Varians 2,361187 266,5989  Varians 0,497083 0,591159 
Observationer 10 10  Observationer 10 10 
Parad varians 134,4801   Parad varians 0,544121  
Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0   

Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0  

fg 18   fg 18  
t-kvot 12,4522   t-kvot 93,29943  
P(T<=t) ensidig 1,39E-10   P(T<=t) ensidig 6,3E-26  
t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064   t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064  
P(T<=t) tvåsidig 2,78E-10   P(T<=t) tvåsidig 1,26E-25  
t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922    t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922   
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Table 18: Congestion & Driving error (M&D) 
t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians    

t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians   

       
  TR TABC    FR FABC 

Medelvärde 411,1748 189,1136  Medelvärde 181,4376 129,6436 
Varians 3602,746 835,2461  Varians 323,415 110,3565 
Observationer 10 10  Observationer 10 10 
Parad varians 2218,996   Parad varians 216,8858  
Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0   

Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0  

fg 18   fg 18  
t-kvot 10,54094   t-kvot 7,864098  
P(T<=t) ensidig 1,97E-09   P(T<=t) ensidig 1,56E-07  
t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064   t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064  
P(T<=t) tvåsidig 3,95E-09   P(T<=t) tvåsidig 3,13E-07  
t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922    t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922   
       
       
       
t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians    

t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians   

       
  TR FR    TABC FABC 

Medelvärde 411,1748 181,4376  Medelvärde 189,1136 129,6436 
Varians 3602,746 323,415  Varians 835,2461 110,3565 
Observationer 10 10  Observationer 10 10 
Parad varians 1963,08   Parad varians 472,8013  
Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0   

Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0  

fg 18   fg 18  
t-kvot 11,59437   t-kvot 6,115664  
P(T<=t) ensidig 4,38E-10   P(T<=t) ensidig 4,45E-06  
t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064   t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064  
P(T<=t) tvåsidig 8,76E-10   P(T<=t) tvåsidig 8,9E-06  
t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922    t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922   
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Table 19: Misplacement & Congestion (M&C) 
t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians    

t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians   

       
  TR TABC    FR FABC 

Medelvärde 356,785 210,2116  Medelvärde 183,8376 150,1485 
Varians 3237,128 97,15404  Varians 635,9807 27,37703 
Observationer 10 10  Observationer 10 10 
Parad varians 1667,141   Parad varians 331,6789  
Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0   

Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0  

fg 18   fg 18  
t-kvot 8,027013   t-kvot 4,136333  
P(T<=t) ensidig 1,17E-07   P(T<=t) ensidig 0,00031  
t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064   t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064  
P(T<=t) tvåsidig 2,34E-07   P(T<=t) tvåsidig 0,00062  
t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922    t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922   
       
       
       
t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians    

t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians   

       
  TR FR    TABC FABC 

Medelvärde 356,785 183,8376  Medelvärde 210,2116 150,1485 
Varians 3237,128 635,9807  Varians 97,15404 27,37703 
Observationer 10 10  Observationer 10 10 
Parad varians 1936,555   Parad varians 62,26554  
Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0   

Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0  

fg 18   fg 18  
t-kvot 8,787881   t-kvot 17,02037  
P(T<=t) ensidig 3,14E-08   P(T<=t) ensidig 7,65E-13  
t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064   t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064  
P(T<=t) tvåsidig 6,27E-08   P(T<=t) tvåsidig 1,53E-12  
t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922    t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922   
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Table 20: Driving error & Congestion (D&C) 
t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians    

t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians   

       
  TR TABC    FR FABC 

Medelvärde 366,185 209,8116  Medelvärde 180,2376 148,8485 
Varians 2185,926 376,6584  Varians 507,43 39,88759 
Observationer 10 10  Observationer 10 10 
Parad varians 1281,292   Parad varians 273,6588  
Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0   

Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0  

fg 18   fg 18  
t-kvot 9,768408   t-kvot 4,242865  
P(T<=t) ensidig 6,4E-09   P(T<=t) ensidig 0,000245  
t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064   t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064  
P(T<=t) tvåsidig 1,28E-08   P(T<=t) tvåsidig 0,000489  
t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922    t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922   
       
       
       
t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians    

t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians   

       
  TR FR    TABC FABC 

Medelvärde 366,185 180,2376  Medelvärde 209,8116 148,8485 
Varians 2185,926 507,43  Varians 376,6584 39,88759 
Observationer 10 10  Observationer 10 10 
Parad varians 1346,678   Parad varians 208,273  
Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0   

Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0  

fg 18   fg 18  
t-kvot 11,33035   t-kvot 9,445731  
P(T<=t) ensidig 6,32E-10   P(T<=t) ensidig 1,07E-08  
t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064   t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064  
P(T<=t) tvåsidig 1,26E-09   P(T<=t) tvåsidig 2,13E-08  
t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922    t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922   
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Table 21: Misplacement & Driving error & Congestion (M & D & C) 
t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians    

t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians   

       
  TR TABC    FR FABC 

Medelvärde 567,0724 304,5684  Medelvärde 272,7564 214,3203 
Varians 3571,377 823,6939  Varians 745,7193 111,2906 
Observationer 10 10  Observationer 10 10 
Parad varians 2197,536   Parad varians 428,505  
Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0   

Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0  

fg 18   fg 18  
t-kvot 12,5214   t-kvot 6,31231  
P(T<=t) ensidig 1,27E-10   P(T<=t) ensidig 2,99E-06  
t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064   t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064  
P(T<=t) tvåsidig 2,54E-10   P(T<=t) tvåsidig 5,98E-06  
t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922    t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922   
       
       
       
t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians    

t-test: Två sampel antar 
lika varians   

       
  TR FR    TABC FABC 

Medelvärde 567,0724 272,7564  Medelvärde 304,5684 214,3203 
Varians 3571,377 745,7193  Varians 823,6939 111,2906 
Observationer 10 10  Observationer 10 10 
Parad varians 2158,548   Parad varians 467,4922  
Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0   

Antagen 
medelvärdesskillnad 0  

fg 18   fg 18  
t-kvot 14,16505   t-kvot 9,333314  
P(T<=t) ensidig 1,67E-11   P(T<=t) ensidig 1,28E-08  
t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064   t-kritisk ensidig 1,734064  
P(T<=t) tvåsidig 3,35E-11   P(T<=t) tvåsidig 2,55E-08  
t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922    t-kritisk tvåsidig 2,100922   
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Sensitivity analysis 
 
Table 22: Sensitivity analysis describing how the change of T&M affect Y. 

        

T & M 34% 29% 25% 21% 17% 13% 8% 

53% 
55,6867
8 

46,8136
1 

46,3247
4 

41,4910
2 

41,8709
2 

39,8277
5 

34,2391
3 

58% 48,992 
51,6786

3 
50,7904

2 
43,6912

6 
44,3958

2 
37,5320

7 
35,5064

5 

62% 46,95 50,873 
51,0726

2 
45,0190

9 
45,7341

2 
42,8539

2 
37,5912

6 

66% 44,892 47,005 47,618 49,4159 
45,8146

4 
40,8553

6 
37,9781

5 

70% 44,404 48,788 47,356 46,726 
50,6591

2 
46,6375

5 
43,3743

1 

74% 43,687 47,263 46,596 45,176 44,958 
45,2598

9 43,6795 

79% 44,554 46,867 47,123 47,426 42,879 45,212 
43,7700

4 
 
Table 23: Sensitivity analysis describing how the change of T&D affect Y. 

        

T & D 16% 14% 12% 10% 8% 6% 4% 

60% 48,12259 50,27949 46,31102 45,32926 43,33043 46,23852 43,27198 

62% 50,61082 51,81533 48,12196 46,41677 44,71158 43,11886 43,99062 

64% 47,158 51,7072 50,37293 45,08366 45,46734 42,15509 41,82764 

66% 45,953 51,478 50,41824 49,4159 47,39715 45,08567 41,12125 

68% 46,625 48,636 46,226 45,31948 46,15226 46,0508 44,00149 

70% 48,949 44,274 44,722 46,88 47,69871 51,01716 47,33323 

72% 46,228 47,848 46,104 48,138 46,147 46,22375 46,71323 
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Table 24: Sensitivity analysis describing how the change of T&C affects Y. 

        

T & C 0,80% 0,70% 0,60% 0,50% 0,40% 0,30% 0,20% 

65,70% 
48,2247
4 

49,0943
6 

46,1169
1 

50,3141
5 

50,4951
4 

50,5475
6 

46,2935
4 

65,80% 
52,8558
9 

47,2325
7 

49,2055
6 

50,3570
7 

45,9873
9 

48,0461
2 50,0413 

65,90% 
49,1606
5 48,2178 

51,1370
4 46,6521 

46,7437
4 

48,4498
4 

49,0992
8 

66,00% 
51,5030
7 

49,4415
8 

48,1783
7 49,4159 

52,3503
9 

50,7815
8 48,1817 

66,10% 
48,4035
9 

47,0067
6 

51,6037
9 

49,1976
2 

47,5979
1 

49,1469
6 

47,4794
7 

66,20% 
52,7707
2 

46,6267
8 

46,0981
1 

50,6915
2 

51,2321
7 

47,3502
1 

47,2253
5 

66,30% 
50,9026
2 

46,4819
3 

49,9968
4 

51,4494
6 

48,0865
7 

51,3399
2 

46,1596
4 
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8. APPENDIX B 
 
Questions posed to the forklift drivers 

1. Which slotting policy is currently used in the warehouse for storing goods? 

2. What current factors or events could affect the forklift traveling distance in the warehouse? 

3. How significant are these factors or events of happening? 

4. Would these factors or events change during a new configuration of racking and slotting 
layout? If so, how? 

o Implementation of a fishbone layout? 

o Implementation of an ABC class-based slotting? 

o Implementation of a combination of fishbone layout and ABC class-based slotting? 

 
Questions posed to the CEO and logistics manager  

1. Which slotting policy is currently used in the warehouse for storing goods? 

 
Answers from the forklift drivers 

1. The random slotting policy is currently used in the warehouse of PVI Segerström AB 

2. Misplacement (M), Driving error (D) and Congestion (C) 

3. Answers of the significance of factors and events in terms of happening 

- M: 25%, 20%, 30%, 25%, 10% mn%kmo%kpo%kmn%klo%
n

= 22% 

- D: 5%, 10%, 4%, 1%, 10% n%klo%kq%kl%klo%
n

= 6% 

- C: 2%, 0,5%, 1%, 0,5%, 1% m%ko,n%kl%ko,n%kl%
n

= 1%  

4. Yes, the factors or events would change.  

o Implementing a fishbone layout would change to new values as following: 

- M: 20%, 40%, 35%, 20%, 20% mo%kqo%kpn%kmo%kmo%
n

= 27% 

- D: 10%, 15%, 5%, 10%, 10% lo%kln%kn%klo%klo%
n

= 10%  

- C: 1%, 0,5%, 0,5%, 0,5%, 0% l%ko,n%ko,n%ko,n%ko%
n

= 0,5% 

o Implementing an ABC class-based slotting would change to new values as following: 

- M: 10%, 20%, 15%, 15%, 20% lo%kmo%kln%kln%kmo%
n

= 16% 

- D: 5%, 10%, 4%, 1%, 10% n%klo%kq%kl%klo%
n

= 6% 

- C: 2%, 0,5%, 1%, 0,5%, 1% m%ko,n%kl%ko,n%kl%
n

= 1% 

o Implementing both a fishbone layout and an ABC class-based slotting method would 
result in a combination effect of the previous changes: 
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- M: 22%+ (27%− 22%) + (16%− 22%) = 21% 

- D: 6%+ (10%− 6%) + (6%− 6%) = 10% 

- C: 1%+ (0,5% − 1%) + (1%− 1%) = 0,5% 

Answers from the CEO and logistics manager 
1. Both candidates answered random slotting method 


